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pThe analyses and prediction techniques were applied to wood, steel,
and concrete roof and floor specimens; and to static, dynamic, and
combined loadings. The prediction methodology is founded on engineer.
ing mechanics, limit theory, and a statistical approach to failure
analysis that enables realistic assessment to be made of failure
probabilities based on the combined effects of statistical variation
in materials, structural elements, and construction processes.

The failure prediction methodology is demonstrated experimentally for
wood and reinforced concrete floor structures. Because wood systems
are the most technically demanding, the wood structure examples are
analyzed in "cookbookK style, with the source data reproduced in
tables, and the governing probability distribution functions developed
in detail for each of the -various elements. The impact of significant
changes in design procedures, steel grading and properties, and build
ing codes over the years are discussed..

Wood, steel-reinforced concrete, andlopen-web joist floor systems
were analyzed to demonstrate the failure prediction methodology for
standard and upgraded systems. These were then compared with experi-
mental data from failure tests conducted during this program and
with data in the literature on open-web joist structures. Test pro-
cedures were used to develop loads equivalent to blast overpressures.

The upgrading techniques tested improved structural resistance to
failure by factors of 2 to 10. The greatest lmprovementwas developed
by simple shoring. In a wood structure shored at the third points,
the improvement was ten fold, and in the single shored reinforced
concrete slab, the improvement was three fold. Failure loads of two
ccncrete test specimens were predicted within 10% by the analytical
techniques. Further, the concrete tests clearly indicate potential
for achieving 30 to 40 psi shelter spaces in risk areas with standard
concrete floor systems.
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SUMMARY REPORT

A major facet of preparedness is the upgrading of structures toprovide
shelter from nuclear weapons effects. This report describes some upgrading
concepts, develops practical techniques for predicting structural failure,
and verifies thte failure prediction methodology by comp~aring the analysis
with structural failure test data developed under this program and avail-j
able in the literature.

The analyses and prediction techniques are applied to wood,, steel, and
I'concrete roof and floor specimens; and to static, dynamic, and combined

loadings. The prediction methodology is founded on engineering mechanics,

limit theory, and a statistical approach to failure analysis that enables '
realistic assessment to be made of failure probabilities based on the comn-
bined effects of statistical variation in materials, structural elements,
and construction processes.

The failure prediction methodology is demonstrated experimentally for
wood and reinforced concrete floor structures. Because wood sys tems
the most technically demanding, the wood structure examples are analyz'e
in "cookbook" style, with the source data reprodoc~ed in tables, and the
governing probability di stri buti on functions developed in detail for each
of the various elements. Little appreciated practical problenis that face
the p~ofessional structural analyst with responsibility for developing
rating and upgrading techniques for structures are discussed. These in-
cldude the impact of significant changes in design procedures, steel grading
and properties, and building codes over the years, and analytical techniques
to combine time-dependent static load resistance of a wood structure (e.g.,
covered with dirt for fallout protection) with the dynamic overpressure re-
sistance.



Wood, steel-reinforced concrete, and open-web Joist floor system

were analyzed to demonstraft the failure prediction mathodology for stand-
ard and upgraded system. These were than compared with experimnwtal
data from failurg tests on 4 ft x 16 ft soecimens of wood floors and steel
reinforced concrete slab specimens tested during this program, and with
data in the literature on open-web joist structures. Test procedures were

used to develop loads equivalent to blast overpressures.

The upgrading techniques that were tested improved structural resis-

tance-to-failure by factors of 2 to 10 over Vie base case. The greatest
improvment was developed by simple shoring. In a wood structure shored

at the third points, the improvement was ten-fold and in the single shored 4

reinforced concrete slab, t',e improvemnt was three-fold. Failure loads

3f two concrete test specimens were predicted by the Analytical techniques
within 10%.

The methodology developed promises to provide a potent analytical tool

for quantitative assessment of failure loads before and after upgrading.
Hence it will provide a means for ranking upgrading techniques for experi-
mertal evaluation and Incorporation into a manual.-

Further, the concrete tests clearly indicate potential of achieving
30 to 40 psi shelter spaces in risk areas with standard concrete floor

systems.
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Section 1

INTRODUCT ION

Current Defense Civil Preparedness Agency policy for protection of
the population from combined nuclear weapons effects involves: 1) Evacua-

tion of the major portion of the population to low risk areas where only

fallout protection would be required, and 2) Protection of a much smaller
contingent of key workers, who would remain behind, from blast, fire, and

fallout. This policy, termed "Crisis Relocation," presumes that a period

of crisis buildup will precede any future conflict, allowing a brief

period of a few days for evacuation and upgrading of existing shelter

spaces.

The objective of this research program was to develop analytical

techniques for pred':ting the upgraded strengths of structural elements

while developing and testing upgrading techniques. Primary~emphasis in
this program was on wood floors and roof systems with effort also devoted
to concrete floors and steel open web joist supported roof systems.

The overall objective of the DCPA-sponsored research in this area,
of which this program was a part, is to supply data for a manual* which
will allow personnel (who are not normally skilled in structural dynamics
and blast effects) to quickly analyze existing structures for suitability

as shelters and to implement thi necessary upgrading measures.

Previous work in this area has concentrated heavily on wall systems.]LZ
(Ref. 1) and has led to the development of the wall failure matrix shown

in Figs. 1-1 and 1-2 and the survival pressure matrix in Table 1-1. With

* Now being developed at SSI under Contract No. DCPA01-78-C-0215.
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the exception of work at Stanford Research International (Refs. 2 and 33))
and work conducted at Waterways Experiment~ Station (Refs. 4 and 5) and .1
this program, very little has been done in the area of failure predictioai
and upgrading of existing floor and roof systems.

To give an indication of the magnitude of the problem, a candidate
list of floor systems* which could be of -interest as key worker and
host area shelters is presented in Table 1-2. It should be noted that ~
almost any of the floor systems listed in this tablc can also be a roof

system, which would be of interest for host area fallout shelter purposes.
A brief 'listing of other roof systems whlich may be of interest is pre-
sented in Table 1-3. To indicate the status of preliminary work which
has been done on both these floor and roof systems, the references in-
cluded on these tables indicate either failure analysis or upgrading work.

Items marked with an "V" indicate work which has been conducted during '
this program. It is obvious, however, that a number of cases still need
to be investigated.

The remainder of the report is organized as follows:

Section 2 - Discussion of wood floor test program,
Section 3 - Discussion of concrete floor test program.
Section 4 - Development of production methods matrix for wood

structures and comparison with test data.
Section 5 -Analysis work on open-web joist systems.
Section 6 -Summary and conclusions.
Appendix A -Presents the construction details, test geometries,

and data for the basic wood floor tests.

*This list was developed principally by Dr. Michael Pachuta of DCPA.

* 1-2
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Table 1-1. SurvivAl Pressure Matrix

Incident Overpressures at which 90% of Walls Will Survive
( al1 tabulated values are in psi)

Composite I,
Wall M,' erial and Thickness Brick Concrete Concrete Block/

Block Brick

4-in. 8-in. 12-in. 8-in. 10-in. I
BEAMS

Solid Walls
Simple 0.1 0.4 1.0 0.1 0.7

Fixed 0.2 0.7 1.4 0.2 1.0

Rigid Arched 0.8 4.3 7.7 2.6 3.7

SGapped Arched 0.2 1.1 1.9 0.6 0.9

Window Wal s

Simple 0.2 0.8 1.9 0.4 1.3
Fixed, 0.4 1.3 2.9 0.5 2.0

Rigid Arched 0.8 5.3 9.8 3.2 4.5

Gapped Arched 0.3 0.6 2.5 0.8 1.3

Doorway Walls

Simple 0.2 0.7 1.5 0.3 1.0

r r'ixd 0,3 0.4 2.3 0.5 1.6
Rigid Arihed 1.5 7.7 14.0 4.6 6.7
Gapped Arched 0.4 2.0 3.5 1.2 1.7

PLATES

Solid Walls__ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ___ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

Sirp', 0.2 0.7 1.6 0.3 1.1

Fixed 0.4 1.5 3.4 0.6 2.3
Rigid Arched 1.5 7.7 13.3 2.6 3.7

Yindow Walls ... ..

Rigid Arched 1.8 9.3 17.1 3.2 4.5

oorway Walls

Rigid Arched 1.8 9.2 16.8 4.6 6.7

1-5



Table 1-2. List of Floor Systems

Failure1  lipgrading2)

1. Wood Floor Systems

A. Joist with plywood or board sub-
flooring X x

B. Post and beam with plywood or
tongue and groove board subflooring X

C. Open web steel joists with plywood X Xor board subflooring (Ref. 4) (Ref. 4)

2. Concrete Floor Systems

A. Flat plate - concrete frame Ref. 5
B. Flat plate - steel frame

C. Flat slab - concrete frame Ref. 5
D. Flat slab - steel frame
E. Two-way slab - concrete frame Ref. 5
F. Two-way slab - steel frame

G. One-way slab - concrete frame x x
H. One-way slab - steel frame

I. Pan slab (one-way and two-way)
concrete frame

J. Pan slab (one-way and two-way) -

steel frame

K. Pre-cast slab (one-way and two-way)
- steel frame

L. Pre-cast slab - steel frame

"M. Prestressed slab - concrete frame
N. Prestressed slab - steel frame
0. Slab~on steel decking - steel beam

support
P. Slab on steel decking - op -weL

joist support

SQ. Post-tensioned concrete slab - i
concrete frame

R. Post-tensioned concrete slab -
steel frame

IJ Re-fr to reports that contain failure analysis.
2 Refer to reports that contain upgrading analysis.
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Table 1-3. List of Additional Roof Systems

Failure Upgrading

1. Wood truiss with plywood or board decking Ref. 4

2. Steel truss with plywprod cr board decking

3. Laminated wood with plywood or tongue and
groove decking

4, Wood truss with corrugated steel roofing

S. Steel truss with corrugated steel roofing

6. Woo& beam witrn corrugat~ed steel roofing.

7. Steel beam~ with corrugated steel roofing.

B. Space steel truss with plywood decking

9. Space steel truss with metal deck

10. Space steel truss with metal deck and con-

crete slab

1) Refer to reports that. contain failure analysis.
2) Refer to reports that contain upgrading analysis.



Section 2

WOOD FLOOR TESTS

INTRODUCTIUN

The wood floor test series conducted at San Jose State by Scientific

Service were intended to accomplish several goals. These goals were:

first to establish base-line data to correlate tests conducted by the Water-
ways Experiment Station (Ref.1) ; second, to provide data to help establish

a failure prediction theory for timber structures; and third, to demonstrate

several upgrading options. Another item of major importance in this pro-

gram was to provide a test loading sufficiently rapid to avoid the neces-
sity of blast testing every form of structural upgrading technique. TheI
test data indicate simulation of very rapid loading nearly equivalent to
blast loading has been accomplished, because the responses of the floor

systems tested were within 5% of those for the most rapid loading achiev-

able: a step loading from a blast itself. In Section 4, considerable

effort was made to demonstrate that the time effects of loading were
approached semi-logarithmically. Hence, typical static loading tests con-
ducted over a period of 5 to 8 min show a strength increase of 1.6 as
compared with the upper bound increase in strength of 2.0 for the fastest
possible loading. For the test loadings used in this program, typical

failure, or peak load, tines were a few seconds and resulted in a 1.95
strength increase, or 95% of the potential strength increase indicative
of very rapid loadings such as blast loadinig. These results compare fa-

vorablywith data found in Ref. 6 (Technical Report 573, "Dynamiic Properties
of Small Clear Specimens of Structural Grade Timber," by the Naval Civil
Engineering Laboratory at Port Huenemie, California). Since the tests in-

deed approximate a blast load, it is felt that it is perfectly justified
9 ~in putting an overp"-essure equivalent on the test values for the various

test specimens.
2-1
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A series of eleven tests on base case and upgraded floor systems

were conducted. The wood floor systems used in this program were typical

of floor systems found in residential and commercial structures through-

out the U.S. and were 16 ft long, 4 ft wide and were constructed of three

2-in. x 10-in. Joists covered with 3/4 in. plywood and 3/8 in. particle

board underlayment. Construction details of the basic floor are pre-

sented in Figs. 2-1 through 2-3.

.& Table 2-1 is a summary of the eleven tests performed on the various

L floor systems and the actual measured loads and equivalent overpressures.

Table 2-2 presents the average values from Table 2-1. A brief descrip-

tion of the test program and the dynamic response data are presented at

the end of this section. The basic data including pre- and post-test

photograpns for each of the tests are presented in Appendix A.

From the work in Section 4, it was found that the Group 1 (base

case specimens Nos. 1 and 4) and Group 2 (specimens 3 and 6, with 2 x 6

flanges glued to the bottom of the Joists) had average values very near

the predicted or theoretical average value for the basic material. This
is implicit in Table 2-1, if the averages are calculated for each particular

grouping. That is, Group 1, the base case consisting of floors Nos. 1

and 4 had an average load of 195 lb/sq ft,. which is an equivalent over-

pressure of 1.35 psi. Group 2, the 2 x 10 Joist with 2 x 6 flanges glued

to the bottom, had an average load of 391 psf, or a blast equivalent of

2.72 psi. Group 3, consisting of specimens 5 and 9, had an average

strength of 467 lb/sq ft or 3.25 psi. Group 4 (specimen 10), the base

case floor system with a single shoring spaced at the center, had an
average of 1,130 lb/sq ft, or an equivalent 7.85 psi overpre'sure resis-

tance. It is noted that this value is 5.81 times the base case with no

shores. Theoretically one would expect a maximum of 6 times the force
in a completely plastic system. Based on this one would expect the double

shore situation, Group 5 representing specimen No. 2, would have an in-

crease in strength of approximately 12-fold over the base case, or a load

of 2,333 lbs/sq ft, which is equivalent to 16.2 psi. As can be seen in
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Table 241. Wood Floors Summuary of Test Data

W tSpecimen Hardening WPeak tPeakF
Group No. Technique (KSF) (seconds) b (psi) P (ps~f)

11 None 0.166 0.8 3.973 1.15

4 0.224 1.28 5,362 1.56

3 2 x 6 glued 0.310 2.9 4,210 2.15
2 to bottom

6 of joists 0.472 3.0 6,410 3.28

5 2 l ayers of 0.479 20.0 -- 3.33
3 plywood on

9 bottom 0.456 8.5 -- 3.17

410 Shores 1.13 4.5 -- 7.85

5 2 Shores 1.47 2.25 -- 10.21
(double)

7 King-Post 0.411 6.0 -- 2.856 8 It0.636 26.0 -- 4.42
110.527 8.5 -- 3.66

Note: Dynamic response cur4ves for each of these tests are at the end of
this chapter.

2-6
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Table 2-2. Overpressure Capability (Average Value)

Group Case Load (Average) Equivalent O.P.

1 Base Case - 1 and 4 195 psf 1.35 psi

2 2 x 6 Glued - 3 and 5 391 psf 2.72 psi

3 Plywood - 5 and 9 467 psf 3.25 psi

4 Single Shore - 10 1,130 psf 7.85 psi

5 Double Shcre* - 2 2,333 psf 16.20 psi

6 King-Post - 7, 8, and 11 525 psf 3.64 psi

E* stimated on a first cycle failure mode.

2-
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Table 2-1, specimen 2 had an actual test load of 1,470 lb/sq ft or 10.2 psi
equivalent overpressure. It is interesting to note that specimen 2 was
loaded to a level of approximately 10 psi six times. On the sixth loading
there was considerable crushing near the supports and eventually one
Joist failed on the first span. This repeated loading occurred because
original programmning of the load controller did not allow for sufficient
load to fail the structure. The sixth group, the king post truss group,
exhibited an average strength of 525 psf, or 6.64 psi overpressure equi-
valent. Based on the consistency of the test data , it appears that these
values represent the average to be expected from afloor system of this type,
i.e., Douglas Fir Select Structural 2 x 10's at 16 inches center- to-
center and 16 ft spans.

In the DCPA Crisis Relocation philosophy where people move to host
areas, it will be necessary to upgrade the fallout protection of basements
covered with floor systems such as described in the previous two tables.
When floor- systems are covered with soil, the response is different from
triat when subjected to a blast load. Table 2-3 is a summary of the maxi-
mum load bearing capabilities (based on the averages) for ea'ch of the

floor systems tested in groups 1 through 6 under an assumed load duration
of two weeks (e.g., a soil loading). In Section 4 it is shown that timber
displays a strength twice as great for response to a blast type load than
for a long-term load (10 years). A two-week load, of course, falls between
these time limits. In particular, for a two-week loading, timber displays
strengths that are 1.2 times as great as the ten-year (normnal) loading.
In other words, the floor systems subjected to a loading fc'r t,-i weeks
would appear only 60% as strong as those tested at blast eq.mivalence. This
is implicit in Table 2-3. For example, the base case (Group 1, Table 2-1)
would have an average strength of only 117 psf when subjected to a two-week
soil type ldading, instead of 195 psf. Table 2-4 is an illustration of a
combined situation, that is, where the building would have 4. foot of soil
placed on the floor for fallout protection and, in addition, be sub-
jected to a blast load. In this case, soil loads must be less than the
strengths shown in Table 2-3, and the difference between Table 2-2 and

2-8
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Tab.e 2-3. Soil Load Capability (Average Value)
(Two Week Loading)

Group Soil Load Depth*

1 117 psf 14 inches

2 234 psf 28 inches

3 280 psf 34 inches

4 678 psf 81 inches

S5 1,300 psf 168 inches

6 315 psf 38 inches

* Assumes 100 lb/ft 3 soil.
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Table 2-4. Soil Load Plus Blast

Soil Load Blast Load
Group (psf) (psf) (psi)

1 100 95 0.7
2 100 291 2.0

3 100 367 2.5

4 100 1,030 7.2

5 100 2,233 15.2

6 100 425 3.0

2-10
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Table 2-4 values define the initial capability to resist blast loads, while
the differences between Table 2-3 and 2-4 values define the capability tu
resist blast loads at two weeks. For example, for Case 1, there is a blast
resistance of 95 psf lett "immediately" after placing a 100 lb soil load on
it, while two weeks later it will be 34 psf. An additional observation is
that if one were to put 200 psf on this floor system, it would have, in all
probability, collapsed, as it has a soil resistance of only 117 psf. Note
that all other floor systems, however, would have some residual strength.
A soil load requirement of 300 psf would eliminate case 1, 2, 3, and leave
only 4, 5, and 6 with any ability to resist blast. In fact, the first three

would , in all likelihood, collapse with a 300 psf soil load, even though
Nos. 2 and 3 could resist a 300 psf blast load.

The goal of this section and Section 4 is to evolve a very simple,
straightforward method to be put in a manual from which a practicing engi- I
neer, or possible even a shelter manager, could determine upgrading schemes.

To illustrate, Table 2-5, extracted from Ref. 7(1976 Uniform Building Code)I
gives the allowable spans in floor systems. For example, the floor system

considered in this report was designed for a 40 lb/sq ft live 'load, 10 psf

dead load, and if the table is consulted (for 2 x 101s, 16 in. centers,
and a 16-ft span), it is noted that the material is at least 1,200 psi in
strength and has a modulus of elasticity of better than 1.5 million. Hence,

by merely inspecting a building, that is, measuring the depth of the Joist
and the spans and their spacing, the minimum material specifications could
be determined. Then it is envisioned that another table, similar in nature,
would tell the engineer or shelter manager the strength developed by plac-
ing a shore at the mid-point or third-point, etc. Of course, before these
tables can be constructed, it is necessary to establish reasonable criteria;
that is, acceptable probabilities of failure for systems and further, all
the various fixes must be evaluated and carefully designed so that they
are easy to install properly and effectively.
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TEST RESULTS

For all specimens except the first base case, a six-point load system
"was used with the load points synmtrically spaced along the span to
approximate a uniform load (Fig. A-1O, Appendix A). (A three-point load-

ing was used in the first test as shown in Fig. A-6.)

As the load increased, a continuous recording of the applied force

from each hydraulic actuator was obtained. The recording was graduated

with time lines spaced 0.1 seconds apart. At the same time, the output

from an LVOT monitoring the deflection of the floor was recorded alongside

the applied force trace.

At each 0.1 second time interval, the actuator loads were read and

averaged and an equivalent uniform load was calculated. The calculation
is based on the assumption that failure occurs in bending. Thus, the
equivalent uniform load can be obtained simply by dividing the center

span loading by the total beam area. Thus, for the 4 ft wide beam:

W * P where P - Load from actuator (lbs)TE
I - Span (ft)

W - Uniform load/unit width beam

Group 1
F^,r the .roup 1 floor systems, Fig. 2-4 shows the applied uniform load

versus time for floor No. 1 with the curve shown in Fig. 2-4 approximating

the plotted data.

For floor No. 4, the dynamic uniform load versus time graph is show;,

in Fig. 2-5. This specimen was tested using a six-point loading system

and the equivalent uniform load determined in the same manner described

previously. The maximum load resisted was 225 psf (at 1.0 seconds). The

results for floor No. 1 are s1imilar with a maximum load of 165 psf (at

0.8 seconds).
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Group 2

Group 2 investigated an upgrading technique designed to increase the

moment resistance of the floor system by adding a 2 x 6 flar~ge at the

bottom uf !%ach Joist. Fig. 2-6 shows the results for floor No, 3 indi-

cating a mximum uniform load restraint of 305 psf at 2.9 seconds. For

floor No. 6, an LVDT monitored the center deflection and these data are

shown in Fig. 2-7. The graph in Fig. 2-8 is the equivalent uniform pressure

time histry.

The data from Figs. 2-7 and 2-8 can be combined to obtain a dynamic
;:uniform load versus deflection relationship. This has been done in

Fig. 2-9 which shows a maximum pressure of 456 psf at 1.95 inches of de-

flection. This graph can also be used to determine the energy absorption

potential for this type of floor upgrading by calculating the area under

the curve.

Group 3

This floor system used plywood attached to the bottom edge of the floor

joists (creating a box bean) to provide a greater section modulus for more

bending resistance. Fig. 2-10 shows the dynamic load history for speci-

men 5 irdicating a maximum load resistance of 479 psf. The load history

for another Group 3 specimen, floor No. 9, is shown in Fig. 2-11 and in-

dicates a maximum load of 458 psf. Fig. 2-12 is the corresponding c:flec-

tion record and Fig. 2-13 shows the dynamic load deflection relationship

for floor No. 9. The sharp changes (discontinuities) visible in the curve

of Fig. 2-13 represent a significant structural crack and sudden increase

in deflection causing the load to drop off.

Group 4
This group contains one specimen, floor No. 10, which consisted of a

floor similar to Group 1 with an additional support placed at the center of

the span. Fig. 2-14 shows the uniform pressure time history failure at

1,020 psf after 11 seconds. The floor deflection was measured at the mid-

point between the end support and center shoring and is shown in Fig. 2-15.
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Combining the results of Fig. 2-14 and 2-15, the dynamic load versus de-

flection graph is obtained (Fig, 2416). This figure shows the greatly

increased stiffness cf the structure and the higher load carrying capacity.I

Note, however, the energy absorbed has not inc~reased significantly.

Group 5

This group also consisted of one specimen (floor No. 2) and was shored

at the third points. Fig. 2-17 shows the load time history for the three

load actUators to failure. Fig. 2-18 represents the average of those

three loadings,

LrýL L
This group consists of floors Nos. 7, 8,, and 11, each of which used a

king post and various tensioning techniques to provide greater moment
resistance. Figs. 2-19 and 2-20 p:resent the loaid and deflection time
histories for floor No. 7. The load-deflection rel itionship for floorI
No. 7 s shown in Fig. 2-21 and demonstrates the ability of this up-

grading technique to absorb much greater energy than the other upgrading

techniques. Also, note there is no sudden change or discontinuity in the

curve which indicates efficient usage of the available strength in all
elements.

Figs. 2-22 and 2-23 contain the load and deflection time histories

for floor No. 8. The maximum load restrained by the sp~ecimen was 40 psf.

The load versus deflection graph can be seen in Fig. 2-24. The test re-

sults for floor No. 11 can be seen in Figs. 2-25 through 2-27.
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i Section 3
CONCRETE

I NTRODUJCT ION

Prior to 1963 the design of reinforced concrete structures used a
simple extension of elastic theory based on the strength of materials. Thus,
design of concrete structures with the elastic theory was based on allow-
able stress levels in the concrete and steel reinforcement components.
These allowables were assumed to be the maximum stresses encountered in
the materials at service or design loads. Concrete, however, is not a
simple elastic material and in reality the so-called working stress design
(WSD) was actually a set of satisfactory approximations that provided a
rella.ýIe design. Note that the actual stresses were never really known be-
causce concrete shrinks, creeps, and cracks, all of which change the
stresses in both the steel and concrete throughout the structure.

In 1963 a notable step forward was taken when the ACI building code
brought forth the ultimate strength design concepts (USD). These concepts
provided the designer with an accurate method of predicting the actual
strength of a member at a point or zone. That is, an engineer could
accurately predict the bending moment resistance of a beam at a point
(perhaps as close as 5%) assuming that the properties of the beam were
known. During the time frame from 1963 to 1971, most design work still
used the working stress approach with the ultimate strength approach
slowly working its way into the profession. With the advent of the 1971
ACI code, the use of working stress design was virtually eliminated as far
as sizing members, predicting allowable loads, etc.

The effect of this evolution on DCPA, or engineers involved in DCPA
work, is that they are faced with buildings of all vintages. Fronm this
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brief discussion, one could deduce that reinforced concrete buildings con-

structed prior to 1963 are most likely working stress designel. Buildings

constructed in the era from 1963 to 1967 are probably a mixture of work-

ing stress and ultimate stress designed. By 1971, however, most designers

in the field had become familiar with USD methods and from 1971 to the

present, IJSD is almost universally used throughout the profession. The
motivation, of course, was not strictly analytical but primarily economic

since it allows the use of smaller member sizes and less material.

The present codes do not allow for true limit design. By limit desigii

it is generally meant that elastic techniques are used for solving the

bending moments, shears, and axial forces on members in a structure and

the ultimate strength concepts are used for sizing the members based on

the local elastic values. True lin~it design, however, allows the engineerI
to treat the entire structure as an inelastic body, to determine the
collapse machanisms, and then to size the members, such as beams and

columns. In general, the elastic procedure approach currently used to

establish design moments, loads, shear, etc. is conservative, and limit

design would allow still further reductions in size of members in a struc-

ture. A major benefit of the limit design approach is that it enables
failures of concrete systems, such as slabs, to be predicted. Limit con-

cepts are used in this section of the report to predict slab failures.

Membrane behavior is present only for specific boundary conditions, which

are nut present in this particular test arrangement.

The concrete specimens designed, constructed, and tested at San Jose

State under this program were slabs or portions of slabs taken from an

imaginary beam, slab, and girder building that could have represented all'1 of the above eras. The test slab was a 4-ft strip approximateiy 22 ft
¶ long and 6% in. thick. The slab span, beam-to-beam, was 16 ft, with a

clear span of 15 ft. The reinforcing pattern could have been from any
design era, i.e., governed by 1956 and earlier codes, the 1963 codes, or

V perhaps 1971 code, with different allowable loads being represented by the

different eras. The AC! code moment coefficients were used to establish

the steel requirements over the supports in mid-span, and ACI reconmmended
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steel was used. The thickness was established by the ACI deflection cri-

teria, or maximum depth to span ratio, which is very common in slab struc-

tures. Fig. 3-1A and 3-18 are sketches of the test specimen. Note that

4,000 psi concrete and 60,000 psi steel were selected for the design. There

are 13 numiber 4 bars in the top of the slab for negative moment over the
beam supports and 7 number 4 bars in the bottom of the slab for the positive

mid-span momn-nt. Table 3-1 illustrates the difference in eras of concrete

design. The upper portion of the table is for grade 40 steel and the

lower portion is for grade 60. The dead load was assumed to be 100 lbs,

80 lbs for the slab itself and 2U lbs for partitions, which is common in
design codes throughout the nation. Note that the slab shown in Fig. 3-1,

when designed by working stress design, has a live load capacity of 100 psf

with 40 ksi steel in it and 140 psf with 60 ksi steel. These respective I
ratings would apply anytime from the early 1930's to the present day. In
the table, observe that prior to the 1956 code, USD is not applicable,

since the allowabie load by ultimate strength design was not recognized.
By 1963 the allowable load is 138 psf and by 1971 the allowable load is

152 psf. Keep in mind that the slab is identical in all six cases; i.e.,

had the slab existed in 1956 (rated at 100 psi by working design) it could
be reanalyzed in 1971 and be found safe to use at 152 psf. This same slab

with a grade 60 steel would have been rated at 140 psf by working stress,
regardless of the era, and rerated by the 1963 code ultimate strength to

240 psf, and again in 1971 to 260 psf. Nominally, the slab would have

been at 150 psf under working stress design and 250 psf under ultimate

stress design. At a 150 psf rating it might be used for a light duty

warehouse and at 250 psf it could be used for heavy warehousing, or manu-

facturing. This makes a complex problem for an engineer interested in up-

grading, because the slab in all 12 cases looks identical with no exterior

markings to indicate whether it is a 100 psf or 263 psf floor. In fact,

the number of bars of steel are identical, only the steel grade and rating

method changed in going frtin a 100 psf service load to a 263 psf service
load. Note also that all the slabs listed under the grade 40 table, that

is, in all 6 cases, tIw slab would fail at the same ultimate load, independ-

ent of the rated allowable load. This vast difference in ratings and

3-3
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Table 3-1. Live Load Floar Capacities

ACI Code (Period) WSD USOD

WITH GRADE 40 STEEL

1956 and Earlier Before 1973 100 psf* N/A

1963 1963 - 1971 160 psf 138 psf

1971 After 1971 N/A ** 152 psf
(optional)

WITH GRADE 60 STEEL

1956 and Earlier Before 1963 140 psf N/A

1903 1963 - 1971 140 psf 240 psf

1971 After 1971 N/A ** 263 psf
(optionali

* Dead load 80 lb slab + 20 lb partitions.
** Rarely used unless deflections are a critical question -- loads would

be same as 63 WSP.
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allowables in safety factors makes it almost mandatory to resort to so-

called limit design techniques to predict failure of the entire slab. ThisI
failure prediction for slabs is fairly well developed and is known as yield
line theory. For the particular slab tested, it becomes a very simple
problem in that the yield lines ar~e merely hinge points and then it'be-
haves much like the limit design concept used in steel.

An interesting problem occurred during the design, construction, and
testing period of the slab specimens used in the SSI experimental program.

The slab specimens were contracted out to a small pre-casting yard thatI
specializes in custom pre-casting. The drawings were prepared and sub-

j mitted to the contractor specifying 60,000 psi or grade 60 steel,
f 4,000 psi concrete, etc. After the slabs had been constructed, it was

discovered that the contractor's pu.rchasing agent had ordered grade 40
steel. Based on steel grade, this appeared to be a 50% change, but based
on yield strength, the change was not significant. rig. 3-2 is a stress
strain curve developed from testing the actual bars used in the SSI test
specimens. Although the grade 60 was called out, the figure shows that
the grade 40 steel ordered has a yield stress of 56,000 psi, or only about
6% below the yield stress specified. This points up two important changes
that have occurred in the re-bar industry since the early to mid-1960's.
First, note the very short yield domain, perhaps less than one-half the
total deformation to yield. This short yield domain is not harmful in it-

self, but it does change the character of the flexural specimen. Two
things can happen. If the slhb or concrete structure is under-reinforced,
that is, if it contains much less steel than would cause a failure to occur
in the concrete, then one will get a greater performance out of it than
ultimate strength design would predict (i.e., one would no 'longer assume

that when the steel yields, the structure ceases to pick up load, the
cracks enlarge, deforiations increase, and collapse becomes Immilnent).
With a short yield dom-ain, often the slab has sufficient ductility to de-A
form and allow the steel to strain harden so that despite the steel yield-
Ing at 60,000 psi, the structure may indeed perform like a 70,000 to
75,000 psi steel-reinforced structure. If the concrete member is fairly
heavily reinforced, which is more commnon in beams but not so common in slabs,

3-7
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* one may get a brittle failure. Here, the steel begins to strain harden,

the member is unable to take additional stresses in the concrete, and the

structure will fail with a small deflection, after reaching an ultimate

V I load. This ultimate load will, of course, be as large as ptedicted.

For blast resistance, ductility has always been a key fector. Thle

more ductility the more energy that the structural system can absorb before

it collap:r.e- Concrete structures constructed in the "old days." that is,

prior to the decade of the 70's, perhaps from 1964. backwards, contained

steels that were produced to yield at very close to the specification, so

that a grade 40 would typically yield at 40 to 45 ksi. The yield domain

would be at least 10 yield deformations (rather than the one-half defor-

mation yield cuirrently seen), and structures did indeed behave very much

like an ideally plastic material, as strain hardening seldom entered into

the structural behavior. Hence, looking at the limit design concepts for

structures built prior to 1970, one is very apt to encounter a very nearly

ideally elasto-plastic material, like the dotted lines shown in Fig. 3-2.

solid stress-strain curve in the figure; it no longer signifies that the

engineer has no better than 40,000 psi steel. In the current process of

manufacturing re-bar, the steel is graded as it is nianufactured-as grade 60

if it hts a 60 ksi yield strength or more, and grade 40 if it has less than

60 ksi yield strength. The point is that material properties can no longer

be related to grade as far as the actual structural performance and predic-

tion go. This is clearly evident from our experience with a grade 40 steel

that is virtually a grade 60 steel. As a consequence, the entire program

was designed as if a grade 60 steel hed bean used and 3 design criterion of

150 psf WSD, or nominally a 250 psf allowable load as per USD. No additional
adjustments were made for dynan'ic strength increases as the loading is not

that fast.

3-
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TEST PROGRAM

The Base Case, Specimen 1
The concrete test specimen was loaded into a test frame and turn-

buckles at the end were tightened sufficiently to represent the end moment
that would have been induced by the dead load of the slab only -that is,
if this is a chunk of a slab out of a large building floor, the slab would
have continuity over the beam section and there would be a dead load moment

induced such that the slope would be zero. The short cantilever section that

th(; turnbuckle bolts are connected to is very stiff relative to the long

16-ft span between the beams; hence, as the slab is loaded with the three

rams at six loading points, the moment will develop relatively equally on

both sides and develop hinges, as shown in Fig. 3-3, Fig. 3-3 also shows a

moment diagram with a maximum positive moment in the mid-span center of
36.72 kip/ft and a maximum negative moment at the supports or beams of

minus 36.72 kip/ft. These moments are calculated theoretical moments using
ultimate strength concepts. The limit design assumption is that until all

three hinges (or five, looking at both sides of -he support) develop, col-

lapse catinot occur. With this assumption and limit design computation, the

predicted i.ltimate failure strength of this slab was 826 psf, or 3,306 lbs

per linear foot of slab. The actual peck load, shown in Fig. 3-4, is 8751bs/sq ft
or 3,500 lbs/linear ft. Figs. 3-4, 3-5, and 3-6 show load-versus-time, de-
flection-versus-time, and load-versus-deflection curves, respectively. From

the load-versus-deflection curve, it can be seen that the total ductility

of the slab was actually on the order of 12 to 13, which is very high,

indicating that the slab is lightly or moderately reinforced end no brittle

failures can occur.

t'I
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Specimen 2

The second test on the concrete floor systems was a test with a shore

at the center. The shore used was a simple 8 x 8 post very similar to a

railroad tie. The assumption was that if a slab of this nature had a shore
every four feet along its cevnterline, it would form a yield line, or hinge,

along this line of shores. The moment diagram in Fig. 3-7 shows the various
hinge capacities or slab strengths at the various locations. Of course,

tthe posittve moment capacity of the slab in the middle zones is the same P.s

ta slab withoujt a shore-36.72 kip/ft-and at the supports is still minits

65.26 kip/ft. The capacity, iowever, at the center of the slab to negative

moment over the shore is nowhere near this capacity because the steel is in

the bottor, that is, the slab is only 3/4 to 1 inch thick as far as the slab
design is concerned. With the moment diagram and limit design philosophy,
the ultimate capacity of the slab was predicted to be 9,914 lbs/linear ft,
of 2,478 lbs/sq ft ultimate load capacity, while the actual ultimate load

capacity was 2,580 psf or 10,300 lbs/linear ft, as shown in Fig. 3-8.

I
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spcmeI
I Spcimenl!3 wsnot tested during this program but it is felt that

the redctin i inorde hee a itdemnstrtesgret ptenialfor
the risk area shelters. .mhe planned shoring scheme is a simple 8 x 8

- ~post placed approximately %~ feet from each beam face (see Fig. 3-9).
This arrangement provides a predicted failure strength of 20,000 lbs per

foot 5,000 psf (about 35 psi).
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Section 4

WOOD STRUCTURES

INTRODUCTION

Wood design and engineering is probably in its infancy with respect

to ultimate strength concepts and limit design for structures. Some effort
has been expended and published on the ultimate strength of simple members

in bending, but generally this work has been associated with small, clear

wood specimens. One of the more interesting characteristics of wood, which

probably has delayed the aevelopment of the ultimate strength approach or
limit design in wood structures, is the wide variability of the material.
For example, in concrete a theoretical ultimate strength is calculated and

then a 101 factor is applied to essentially account for the statistical un-
knowns in concrete beams. In wood, however, one finds far wider variabil-
ities, not only of the statistics, but of the other characteristics of the

material. For exarple, a clear wood may have a mean strength of 7,500 psi

and a standard deviation of perhaps 1,500 psi, roughly a 20% coefficient of
variation. When we move from a clear wood specimen--which is a rarety in
the real world-to a graded material, this dis t riLution will shift 50 to 60%.

That is, the clear wood strength of a 7,500 psi mean value may move to as

little as a 3,700 psi mean value. Then the properties may change another
25% or 35% because of moisture content. In addition, the loading rates can

"1 fTct the strength of the material by as much as 200%. Throughout all these
shifts in the mean values, the statistical variation or scatter of the data
persists, making it rather complicated to predict the ultimate strength of

a wood structural system.

In this section, the approach has been to take these items one at

a time- statistics of iaterial variability, grading, curing, aging,

S~4-1
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seasoning, loading rates, and the underlying probability aspects and combine

them into a formulation that makes it possible to predict the behavior of

wood or timber structures.

MATERIAL VARIABILITY*

Engineers assume considerable responsibility for the safety and

performance of structures that they design. Discrepao-cies, however,

between a given design and its performance can arise out of a poor under-

standing of the variability of the material being used. The responsibility

of DCPA for the design and performance of structures is also great, but

the potential discrepancies between performance and design are potentially

far moLe significant since the luxury of a safety factor -as such-is

removed. Hence, an understanding of material variability and properties
becomes even more important than to the practicing engineer. While a

comprehensive treatment of the statistical mathematics used in handling

variability is beyond the scope of this text, its application to the

development of allowable properties for design (and prediction of

performance) will illustrate the utility of the methods.

Wood, like all other materials, displays a characteristic variability.

In its simplest form, consider the frequency distribution of ultimate

bending strength values of 1,000 clear straight-grained pieces of a species

of wood such as Western Larch.

Fig. 4-1 is a histogram, with each vert-,cal bar representing the

number of pieces with an ultimate bending strength in the range which

"that bar spans on the horizontal axis. Thus, 40 pieces would break in the
ranges 7,450 to 7,550 psi, five or six in the ranges 5,450 to 5,550 psi,with

almost no chance of any failures in the ranges below 4,500. jThis is a

This section of the report borrows heavily and freely from:
Ref.8) Hoyle, Robert J., "Wood Technology in the Design of Structures",
Mountain Press Publishing Company, and
Ref. 9) Gurfinkel, German, "Wood Engineering", Southern Forest Products
Association. We wish to ask their indulgence and thank them for a fine
exposition of the fundamentals upon which this work is based.
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normal distribution obtained from a large random sampling of an Infinitely

large and unbiased population of material. The area under the curve
(the sum of the bars) represents, in this case, the total sample of
1,000 pieces. This type of distribution is typical of wood, steel and

concrete, although the values will differ from one material to another.

For a normal distribution, 67%of the pieces will lie within the
mean plus or minus cne standard deviation. Ninety-five percent will be

in the range of the mean plus or minus two standard deviations; and

98% will be in the range of the mean plus or minus 2.33 standard devia-
ti ons.

The means and standard deviations of each of the properties of the

principal crercial woods in the United States and Canada, given in
Reft. 10 (ASTM Standard D2555), serve as the basis for developing allowable
design stresses. Table 4-1 lists a few of the species and their standard

deviations, taken from Ref. 10. Using this kind of information, strength

levels can be selected for any desired probability of occurrence. As an
example, 98% of clear wood samples of unseasoned Western Larch may be
expected to have bending strengths in the range 7,652 ± 2.33 x 1,001, or
between 5,320and9,984 psi. Only 1% would fail below 5,320 psi. The

bending strength value of the average minus 2.33 standard deviations

(5,320 fbr Western Larch) is often called the 1% exclusion value, meaning
that only one piece in 100 is likely to have a lower bending strength.

Various exclusion levels for the bending strength property of Western

Larch are illustrated in Table 4-2.

4-4
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Table 4-2. Bending Strength Exclusion Level Values for
Western Larch, An Example

Number of
Exclusion Level Standard Deviations Exclusion Value

50.0% 0 7,652 psi

20.0% 0.68 6.971 psi

10.0% 1.28 6,371 psi

5.0% 1.65 6.000 psi

2.5% 1.96 5,690 psi

1.0% 2.33 5,320 psi

0.1% 3.00 4,650 psi

4-6



OTHER FACTORS AFFECTING DESIGN PROPERTIES

To establish design values for bending strength for wood, the 5% ex-

clusion value on ultimate bending strength is customarily used.* The 5%
exclusion level on Western Larch, for example, was about 6.000 psi

(Table 4-2). This is considerably higher than the design allowable

p bending stress of Western Larch. Hence, there must be other considera-
tions, these factors are set forth in Ref. 11 (ASTM D?45, "'EstablishingI
Structural Grades for Visually Graded Lumber").

There are three conditions:

o An increase in the property value due to the effect of

seasoning;
o The effect of the strength reducing defects permitted in

the grade of lumber involved; and

o A general adjustment factor (the composite result of other

influences known to affect wood strength).

Seasoning

Seasoning effects, on the mnechanical properties of wood, from Ref. 11
is reproduced in Table 4-3. To establish an allowable bending stress for
lumber manufactured to 19% maximum moisture content, the increase for

seasoning is 25%, etc.

.Strength Reducing Defects (Grading)
Techniques for visually estimating the degree to which the growth

features of %i'ood reduce its performance from that to'be expected froim
clear, straight-grained material have been developed and used for over
40 years. By measuring the effect of knot size, grain deviation and
general slope, end splits, seasoning checks, and shakes (shakes are checks
following the curve of gjrowth rings, appearing as ring separations), and

*5'0 exclusion value applies to all properties except compression perpen-
~ dicular to grain and elastic modulus. The latter are not, ultimate prop-

eteaverages are the basis for allowable values.



R" --

Table 4-3. Modification of Allowable Unit Stresses for
Seasoning (Lumber Four Inches and Less in Nominal
Thickness)

Percentage Increase in
Allowable Stress Above
That of Green Lumber
When Maximmi Moisture

Property Content is:

19 Percent 15 Percent

F Ebtreme Fiber in Bending
(Modulus of Rupture) 25 35

Ft Tension Parallel to Grain 25 35

F Horiznntal Shear 8 13
V

F Compression Perpendicular to Grain 50 50
C.L

F Compression Parallel to Grain 50 75c
E Modulus of Elasticity 14 20

These adjustment factors apply to all the principal structural wood species.
Exceptions are: Eastern Red and Incense Cedar, Eastern Hemlock, Subalpine
Fir and Redwood, species not widely used for structural work. Adjustment
factors for these exceptions are given in Ref. 11.

I
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systematically codifying these characteristics, strength ratio estimating
tables have been developed. These are published in Ref. 11 and are pre-
sented in Table 4-4. The concept of strength ratio has been created for
visual grading and is defined as the ratio of that membter's strength to
that which it would have been if no weakening characteristics were present,

I, i.e.. 54% of the clear piece.

Bear in mind the strength ratio of a grade is the minimum strength
ratio permitted in that grade. Within any single grade the strength ratio
of pieces will vary from the minimum permitted up to the minimumi permitted
by the next higher grade. Furthermore, since minimum strength ratios for
all of the properties of a piece do not occur simultaneously, sonme pieces
that might be in one grade on the basis of the minimum strength ratio forI compression, may be forced down into the next lower grade on the basis of
the strength ratio in flexure. For such pieces, the compression strength
ratio may actually be above the minimum value for the higher grade. Cir-
cumstances of this kind extend the range of strength ratios in any grade
somewhat above the threshold value for the next higher grade.

Adjustment Factors

The third consideration in allowable design strength development is
the general adjustment factor. It brings together in one number, several
phenomena that are known to affect each of the mechanical properties of
wood, as summnarized in Table 4-5.

This general adjustment factor is in effect a safety factor applied
to "Normal Duration Loading". That is, of the 1/2.1 factor about 1/1.6
is for the duration effects characteristic of timber. The other portion,
about 1/1.3 is a safety factor that is used to cover other random variables
not timber characteristics. Hence, the 1/1.3 will be dropped at this ~

point in the development of the probabilistic timber properties.

4-9
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Table 4-4. Strength Ratios of WWPA & UCLIB Grades (1970 Rules)

Strength Ratio For

"f1rade Namec F F F F E
t V CL C

L, j at !,:v'ning & 81tuds

Construction 32 19 50 100 56 80
"?,tand'ard 18 10 50 100 46 80
it[13A Ity 9 5 50 100 30 80
114.as 24 14 50 100 30 80

""t.ructural Light Ir'uning
And Appearance

Seet "tructurid 63 37 50 100 78 100
No. 1 54 31 50 100 6P 300
A,!,.'a,'-5e 54 31 50 100 74 100
TNo. P 44 26 50 100 149 90
No. 3 24 14 50 100 30 80

2tI.uctural Joists and l1-,.nks

And Appearance
Select Structural 54 36 50 100 69 1 0
No. 1 46 31 50 100 62 100
Appear'•nce 46 31 50 100 74 00
No. 2 38 25 50 100 51 90
No. 3 22 14 50 100 33 80

13B(týns & Str:ingers
.,.1ect Structur'd 61 1i 50 100 75 100
No. 1 51 34 50 100 63 l00

Posuts and Ttribers
Select Structural 57 38 50 100 "'9 100
No. 1 46 31 50 100 69 ,o00

rThese vdlues include a depth factor component for grades of lumber 4"
and less in thickness. For 5" and thicker lumber, size effect adjust-

nments are proper.

2
Called a "Grade Quality Factor" since E is not a strength property.

|3t 3 ~For "Dense" grades (not shown), a 17 per'cent Increase is allowed for 0il
propertles except E. E may be increased 5 percent for "Dense" grades.

4-10
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Table 4-5. Elements of the Adjustmet Factor

Normal Manufac-
DOuration ture Stress
of Load and Use Concen- End Adjustment

Property Factor Factor tration Position L/d Factor

F Bending 10/16 10/13 ... 1/2.1

F Compression 2/3 4/5 1/1.9
! Parallel to

Grain

Fv Shear 10/16 8/9 4/9 1/4.1

Ft Tension 10/16 10/13 -- 1/2.1
Parallel to
Grain

F Compression 11/10 10/11 -- 2/3 1/1.5
FCL Perpendicular

to Grain

E Elastic 1 1/0.94 1/0.94
Modulus

4-111 4-11



Allowable Design Properties
The influences of seasoning, strength ratio, and general adjustment

factor are applied as shown in Table 4-6 to produce the design properties.

In the case of bending strength, a depth factor is also applied which, for
nominal 12-inch dimension, is 0.36, rmepth factno is a strength reducing

phenomenon discussed later in the design of flexurel nmmbeps.

The values in the last colum of a table such as Table 4-6 would be

rounded off to the nearest 50 psi for all strength properties except shear,

which would be rounded to the nearest 5 psi. Elastic modulus is rounded
to the nearest 100,000 psi.

The foregoing has been an illustrative example using Western Larch.

The allowable values will not agree exactly with those for No. 1 Structural

Western Larch given in the iHational Design Spec because Western Larch

is combined with Douglas Fir, a very similar species, growing on the same

forest sites, as permitted by the procedures of ASTI D245 (Ref. 11).

Probabilistic Interpretation

A probabilistic interpretation of the preceding material could be

based on the simple assumption of operating on a random variable by a
constant multiplier. That is, if a property such as bending stress is

a random variable (r.v.) and some constant (k).

Let X be a random variable with mean X and vari4nce ax 2 then the
expected value of X, written E[X] = X, and the variance of X, written

(from Ref. 12)

Va'[X] = x2 may also be written

Var[X] = E [X2] - E2 [X]

Define a new random variable Y = kX then the

E CY] E [kXJ or,

E [Y] -kE[X]

4-12



Table 4-6. Allowable Properties for a Sample Stress Grade

Clear Wood' Strength Seasoning
Strength Ratio Increase General Al lowableW
Value ÷ 100 for 19% Adjustment Depth Property

Property psi (Minimum) Max. N.C. Factor Effect psi

Fb 6,000 0.54 1.25 1/2.1 0.86 1,,660

F 2,826 0.62 1.50 1/1.9 -- 1,380

Fv 729 0.50 1.08 1/4.1 -- 96

Ft 6,000 0.31 1.25 1/2.1 -- 1,100

F 399 1.00 1.50 1/1.5 -- 399

E + 1000 1.458 1.00 1.14 1/0.94 -- 1,770

1Unseasoned, 5% Exclusion value, except E and F which are average values.
C-.2 For use at I1% maximum moisture content.

31t is noted that the mean value is used in establishing the allowable for
Further, this mean value is based on the yield stress not an ultimate

stress.

'I
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Hence, the mean value of

Y UkX and

Var [Y] a E [k 2 X2 ] - E2[kx]

Var [Y] -y2 - k20X2

Hence, if a strength property such as the modulus of rupture (Fb) is a
random variable with the

mean E [Fb] b

and Var [Fb] 2 o1

"Fb

then kFb would have a mean of E[kFb] kFb

and Var [kFb] = k2 o 2
Fb

or a standard deviation of

okFb = b

Note the coefficient of variation (the standard deviation divided by the

mean) remains constant, i.e.

ka"0Fb Fbb Fb
b b

Of these, the items that affect the strength of wood summarized in Table 4-6,
only the strength ratio (visual grading) and the seasoning parameters are
fundamental characteristics of the wood. Continuing with the examples of
Western Larch No. 1, it follows from Table 4-1 that I,

4-14



E [Fb] = Fb = 7,652 psi

and Std. dev. Fb = 1,'C1 psi

b

Further, the constant to be used in establishing the probability distribu-

tion for the material is (from Table 4-6):

k = (0.54) (1.25)
"grading seasoning

or k = 0.675 and

E [kFb] = 0.675(7,652 psi) = 5,165 psi,

and

OkFb 0.68 (1,001 psi)

%F = 676 psi

This distribution implies a 5% exclusion value (from Table 4-2) of the

design distribution, that is:

F b(5%) = 6,165 - 676 (1.65)

F b(5%) = 4,050 psi

A further implication is that the design allowable of Fb = 1,660 can now
be appreciated in terms of the distribution and have a probability state-
ment made about it, i.e.,

The probability that Fbi. 1,600 is equal to the area of the distri-

j bution function for -- to 1,603.

Fig. 4-2 illustrates what the grading has done to the distriqution.

That is, by seasoning and grading the tVi.ber, the distribution has shifted
toward the design stress and tightened, i.e., the standard deviation has
been reduced. However, the coefficient of variation has remained the same,
as illustrated in Fig. 4-2. The normal probability distribution, also

j4-15
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shown in this figure, is the distribution that would be obtained if suf-

ficient No. 1 -- Structural light framing Western Larch seasoned bending

specimens were tested, that is, normal with mean 5,165 psi and standard

deviation = 676 psi, N(5165,676).

Load Duration Effects (from Ref. 9)

Consider the case of identical wood specimens loaded with large sus-
tained loads of different values. Failure occurs at different times; the

greater the load, the shorter time to failure. Below a certain load,
however, the specimens do rnot fail independent of the duration of the load.

If the results of these tests are plotted, ucing strength as ordinate and

time-to-failure as abscissa, a curve such as shown in Fig. 4-3 is

obtained. The asymptotic nature of the curve indicates that, although

strength is reduced with duration of loading, a minimum strength, termed

sustained strength, exists which is independent of time.

The difference in behavior betwuen a specimen loaded to F < F sust,
0 0

case I, and a specimen loaded to F > F sust, case II, is illustrated in
0 0

Fig. 4-4. For case I, the deformation increases, but takes place at a

reduced rate of change with time; in other words, in the course of time

the defGrmation approaches a certain limit. For case II, deformation

increases constantly with time. A deformation continuing to increase, but
at a decreasing rate, even after a long period of time does not presage

failure. On the other hand, deformation that continues to increase at a
uniform rate may be a danger signal, and when the rate of change accelerates,

failure may be imminent.

L.oads acting on structures are not all sustained indefinitely. As a
matter of fact, only the deadweight of the structure and other similar

weights are permanent loads. All other loads such as produced by wind,

live load, snow, earthquake and impact are applied for certain periods and

are reduced in part, or altogether, it other periods, For design purposes,

the total duration of the repeated loads is estimated as. 10 years for

live load, 2 months for snow load, 7 days for temporary construction loads,

4-17iL
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1 day for wind or earthquake load and 1 second for impact loads (see Fig. 4-5).I

Based on the existing evidence of variation of strength with duration

of loading, strength properties determined in tests that last usually from

6 to 8 minutes can be converted to other durations of loading. Strength
properties for the so-called normal loading conditions* may be determined
by multiplying standard strength properties by the factor 1/1.6; the same

can be done for other loading conditions using corresponding factors.

Present design of wood structures is based on service load conditions i
and the conversion of strength properties for different durations of
loading has moderate practical value. However, the concept remains use-

conditions, as shown in Fig. 4-5. It will also be very useful in this

work for DCPA where ultimate strength values are very important.

Based on the foregoing discussion of the load-duration effects on the

behavior of wood structures, it becomes obvious that the general adjust-
ment factor(s) shown in Table 4-5 are composed of the duration factort

(1/1.6), which is a property of wood and the other factors are applied

factors. Hence, only the duration effect shifts the distribution of

strengths.

The manufacture and use factors in Table 4-5 came from a consideratiol.

of such things as the effect of fastenings, the possibility of broken edges

or other damage, possible machine skip in dressing, small end splits that

could occur after construction, and drilling of holes for wiring and

plumbing, probability of error in grading, and shrinkage variability.

The stress concentration factor is listed separately because it isIdue to the shape and behavior of the standard test specimen rather than
load duratio'n, manufacturing or use practices.

*Normal loading is considered as continuous or cumulative for 10 years
over the life of the structure.

4-20
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The span-depth (Lid) factor used to adjust elastic modulus arises
from the influence of internal shear deformation in bending members. The
apparent elastic modulus of pieces with uniform loads at typical L/d
ratios in the 18-24 range encountered in practice, is somewhat higher than
the value obtained from the standard 2" x 2"1 x 30" test specimens loaded
at mid-point on 28" spans. Under laboratory test conditions (Reference 13),

the value of E is 94% of the value at t/d = 21 with uniformly distributed ~

load as generally assumed for design of building structures.

In order to generate the probability distribution for wood subjected
to "normal" loadings the distribution must be shifted for load duration
effects. Continuing with the Western Larch example: The distribution
shown on Fig. 4-2 with parameters

E EFJ= 5,165 psi

and

=676 psi, is the distribution for seasoned and graded No. 1-Fb
Structural light framing and a load duration of 6 to 8 minutes. Hence, for

the "normal" loading

E [Fb E[-1 T(~5a65)] 3,228 psi

and

~~- (676) =422 psi
Fb 1.6

This distribution is illustrated in Fig. 4-6, and then put into a more
useful fcrm on Fig. 4-7. The 5% exclusion values is F b = 2,532 psi and the
probability of failure at a load of 1,660 psi is less than. 4 in 10,000.

Since there is a possibility of very rapid (blast) loadings in the
DCPA environment, some study of loadings more rapid than testing (ASTM type)

:4is in order. Fig. 4-7 implies that for impact types of loading the
strength of wood is twice as high (at 50% exiusion) as in the normal
loading case (i.e., fb = 3,228 vs F - 1,660). Considerable attention

hasb bengvntersbac fsrcua aeil xoe ohg
ha engvnterssac fsricua aeil xoe ohg
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loading rates since the advent of atomic blasts. Ref. 6 pro"'des a rather
extensive program and considerable data on clear specimens in bending,

shear compression, etc. of both green and dry, or seasoned (moisture con-
tent u 11%), Coastal DoLglas Fir. Before presenting some of this data for

use it will bc instructive to look at the strain rates implied by this
study. lhe ultimate strains that can be expected in a timber are on the

order of 0.005 tc 0.006 in./in., Ref. 9.

Figs. 4-8 and 4-9 from Ref. 6 illustrate the increase in strength

achieved by actual tests, (Tables 4-7 and 4-8 are the data for curves):

For the green timber

Static Dynamic Speed 2

Fb = 7,066 F-b =9,000 psi

a 1,074 F 1,368•Fb Fb

n = 42 specimens n :42 specimens

Note that the ratio of static to dynamic is

F-b(dyn) 2.04 aF (dyn) 2.04- - = - - and °F

Fb(static) 1.60 (static) 1.60OFb
b

which is virtually identical to the traditional increase shown in Fig. 4-5.

For the dry specimen (seasoned)

Static Dynamic Speed 2

Fb " 12,941 F b 14,658 psi

1,759 * 2,336OF b Fb
n = 42 specimens n - 42 specimens

and

F (dyn) 1.81 OF (dyn) 2.12
b- and b

Fb(static) 1.60 0Fb (static) 160

4-25 i
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which is close to the ratio of Fig. 4-6 . Note that the average of all

ratios is exactly 2.00/1.60.

This type of analysis not only correlates well tc the traditional
approach - design strength ratios - but takes a step toward verifying

the probabilitistic correlations performed within this report, i.e., the
mathematical manipulations of the proper constants.

Moisture Content and Timber Strengths

Formulation of the effect of moisture content on the strength of

wood is presented below. It seems appropriate, however, to first give

the reader an indication of what are typical moisture content values and

what is the relationship between environment and moisture content.

Table 4-9 is a table of Equilibrium Moisture Content and Relative Humidity.

From this the following correspondence is observed:

I
19% M.C. vs. Relative Humidity 90%,
15% M.C. vs. R.H. of 80%,

12% M.C. vs. R.H. of 70%

Hence, design values at M.C. of 15% to 19% are on the conservative side
most of the time as noted on Figure 4-10, a map of the U.S., which provides
a gross overview of expected M.C.

The shift in timber strengths as a function of moisture content can
also be checked with this data:

Static Dynamic
Fb(dry) Fb(dry)
Fb(gre) = 1.83 = 1.63

Fb (green) Fb(green)

OF b (dry) F (dry)

=1.64 b = 1.71
(green) (green)
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or an average increase of 1.70, from green to an 11% moisture content. The

values of strength increase for moisture content shown in Table 4-3 are

common values used in establishing allowables. Fig. 4-11 below gives a

more general formula. Letting M, = 11% &nd M2 M p

to1

, -- e.% ISI - -.5si~,;A2 :0

. + -- 1mC. S .LOksIl ftr M. -12.%-

i • i~l' ---- '[ACIUIuo Votiolom•--

for this value

c VaroetieStrength

M1 = 11%

= 24% =M2 .:

F2 =7,066psi

a = 1,074 psi

Eb,

F. 44-33
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Table 4-10. Moisture Content at Which
Properties Change Due to
Drying for Selected Species

Species M.

Pct.

Ash, White 24

Birch, Yellow 27

Chestnut, American 24

Douglas 1Fi r 24

Hemlock, Western 28

Larch, Western 28

Pine. Loblolly 21

Pine, Longleaf 21

Pine. Red 24

Redwood 21

Spruce, Red 27

Spruce, Sitka 27

Tamarack 24

4-34
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F = 12,941

0F = 1,759,
b1

at 15% M.C. at 19% M.C.

Fb =10,743 Fb = 8,918

b 1,511 = 1,298

bb

F 0F F (FbI bI .2
= 1.52, = 1.41, = 1.26, = 1,21
Fb 0F

Fb Fb Fb Fb

Dynamic Properties

M = 24% M
p 2

Fb =9,000 psi
2

•CI = 1,368 psi

F =14,658 psib 2
F2 =A465 s

0Fb2 = 2,336 psi

at 15% M.C. at 19% M.C.

Fb = 12,615 Fb = 10,857

1,981 0 1,680
b Fb

Fb Fbl 12

- 1.40 1.21

F Fb
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SaF °F
b bl 13

S- 1 . 4 5 • • I , ,

,. a~Fb F

The average ratio at 19% M.C. is 1.23 and 1.45 at 15% M.C., which compares

very well with the reconvendations in Table 4-3, which are averages for

all common timbers and based on Mp 25%.

Fla. 4-12 is a plot of these data points showing the data in the

manner of Fig. 4-11. The plot illustrates the consistent behavior of

the data, both stress and the standard deviation of stress. Hence, one

must conclude that the theory is reasonable and can be used to adjust the
distributions of strength as well as the 5% exclusion value as done in

general practice. Further, it is reasonable to use the values in Table 4-3

for these distribution adjustments.

Size EffectI

B(r-dm depth and corrections for depth, have been part of timber design

for many years. Up to this point in the sttidy all the work and manipula-

tions presented are based on the standard specimen, i.e., a 2" x 2" x 30"
clear wood beam. Gurfinkel (Ref. 9) and Hoyle (Ref. 8) discuss this problem

rather extensively and it appears that it is reasonable to use the tradi-

tional depth correction = 0.86, to correct the bending stress distribution

and the ,nosi recent formulation

C - (12)1/a

for depths greater than 12 inches. The bcnding allowables presented here

will be for i '2-Inch deep beam: furthor corrections will be required for
ot her depths and those will be discussed later in this report.

Table 4-11 illustrates the building of a basic set of strength para-

meters for timber and is the completion of the parameters for Western

Larch timber carried through the chapter.
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AN EXAMPLE (Using Data from Ref. 4)

To further verify the approach presented within this report, it is
desirable to look at as many examples as possible. DCPA funded a program
at Waterways Experiment Station that is very useful for this purpose.
This program which tested several schemes to upgrade residential floor
systems also tested 5 unmodified floor system specimens. The basic
design is shown in Fig. 4-13. The 2 x 10 joists used were specified
as Southern Pine No. 2 mledium grain or better. They arrived from the
lumber yard as No. 1 dense and No. 2 medium grain Joists. The design
properties for these materials is as follows:

No. I Dense 15% M.C. No. 2 Mled. 15% M.C.

Fb 1,900 psi 1,350 psi

Ft 1,300 psi 900 psi

Fv 95(190*) psi 95(190*) psi

Fci" 475 psi 405 psi

Fc 1,700 psi 1,250 psi

E 2.0 x 106 1.7 x 106

*Without splits or checks.

The five non-reinforced floors tested by W.E.S. were I, V, VII, XIV

and XV. The test arrangement In shown in Fig. 4-14 and the flexural data
is shown below, adjusted to normal duration.

ii43
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c. Load configuration.

Fig. 4-14. Test Arrangement for Five Nonreinforced Floors Tested by W.E.S.
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Modulus of Adjusted by Cumulative
Rank Test No. Rupture at Test 1/1/6 for Test Percentage

100

SN+ I

I XIV 2,533 psi 1,583 17%
2 VII 4,539 2,837 33% 2
3 I 4,750 2,969 50%
4 XV 4,882 3,051 67%
5 V 5,436 3,398 83%

Mean Value 4,428 2,767
I

The next task is to establish the probability distributions for the

material used for the Joists.I Material - Use Southern Pine/Clear Wood - Green

(see Table 4-1)

?Mean std. dev.

F = 8,570 psi 1,387 psi

F = 4,210 psi 758 psi
F = 958 psi 134 psi

FcL = 529 psi 148 psi

E = I.588 x 106 0.344 x 106

Grading - Strength Ratios

(see Table 4-4, footnote 3)

For No. 1 Dense For No. 2 Medium

Fb 0.46 (1.17) = 0.54 Fb = 0.38

Ft = 0.31 (1.17) = 0.36 Ft = 0.25

F 0.50 (1.17) = 0.59 Fv = 0.50

FC_ 1.00 (1.17) = 1.17 F = 1.00

F = 0.62 (1.17) = 0.73 F 0.52Clli

E = 1.00 (1.05) = 1.05 E = 0.90

4-42
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Duration Effects
Since these were static tests and no times were reported it will be

assumed that 1/1.6 is the adjustment, i.e., test took 5-8 minutes.

Duration Factor = 1/1.6
except for E & F for which duration factor 1/1

Moisture Content
The adjustment for moisture content is from green to 15% M.C.

(see Table 4-3)

Property Adjustment Factor

Fb 1.35

Ft !.35

F -1.13

F -1.50

F -1.754

E -1.20

The computations are all shown on Table 4-12 and Table 4-13 for these
distribution calculations.

Fig. 4-15 is a plot of the derived distributions for the Modulus of
Rupture Fb (bending stress). Also shown on the same plot are the test
values from the W.E.S. tests shown in Table 4-13. Basically the tests
fall exactly between (except in one point) the two derived distributions.
Also, shown is a dashed curve, which is the average distribution of No. 1
Dense and No. 2 Medium. This distribution fits the test data very well
and could be used as a performance predictor if more of these particular
floor systems were to be used.

4A
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Fi9. 4-16 is a plot of this averaye distribution, with other distri-
butions shown for various loading cases. Curve 1 is for the "normal"

loading, curve 2 is for a two week loading (such as an emergency fallout

protection of soil), 3 is the curve upon which static tests (5-8 minute

duration) and curve 4 is an impulsive loading like blast loading.

To illustrate the use of these curves a brief example will be

presented below.

Given: The W.E.S. Floor

For Prsign

Live Load = 40 psf

Dead Load = 1 psf

:• Span L = 16 ft

Joist 2 x 10 @ 16 in. •:to

Material properties use average values since No. 1 Dense or No. 2
Medium are mixed.

Fb - 1,625 psi

Fv = 95 psi

F = 440 psi

E = 1.85 x 10 6 psi

for 2 x 10 Joist. I = 98.93 in.4

S - 21.39 in. 3

A - 13.88 in. 2

d - 9.25

b - 1.5 I
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r

Check Bending

M = we2  (10 + 40 162  ft lbs

o8

M = 19,200 in.lbs/ft of width

M = 25,600 in.lbs/joist
f f= M = 25_60 1197psifP < 1625

Shear
•: ~ ~~16lb/os

V (10 + 40)8 x lbs/jois

V = 533 lbs

f 3 (V -wd)3 [533- 50 (16/12)(10/12)]v A2 2(13A88)

fv = 51.6 psi < 95 safe

Deflection (live load)
5 W14
384 El

=5 (40) 16 (192)3

394 x 1.85 x 106 x 98.93

6 =0.32 0.53 O.K.

Bearing at-Support

= 3.5 1.5 = 2 in. 2 l° MIST

f L V 533

f 7 psi < 4-s
-O.K. "V
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The above is a set of conventional.design calculations for a simple
floor system. However, the problem faced by DCPA is far different. They
have a limit design problem and must push their shelter spaces to some

optimum.

Assume it is desired to place soil on this floor (as is) for fallout
protection. Further, assume a 5% risk of some collapse is reasonable.
Since curve 2 on Fig. 4-16 is for a two-week loading, these data will be
used (flexure controlled the design).

Fb = 3,432

F 610Fb

Fb(5%) 2,426 psi

2 426

or a load of 50(t ) or 101 psf could be sustained for 2 weeks which
is 10 psf dead load (91 psf live load).

Shear fv = 2.03(51.6)

= 105 psi, and

bearing fc= 2.03 (178) are

= 361 psi

well within conventional ,safe limits, therefore safe.

The question could be pushed further into the second area of DCPA
interest; that is, blast. Assume the 5% value is acceptable and flexure
still controls (curve 4, Figure 4-16).

Fb = 5,720 psi
Ob * 1,016 psi
F b

Fb(5%) - 4,044 psi

or W = 50(04044)
"1,197

W- 169 psf

4-50
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which is 10 psf dead and 1S9 psf blast

or W v 10 pf dead

+ 100 psf soil (1 foot)
I

+ 49 psf blast.

EXAMPLE (USING TEST DATA FROM THIS PROGRAM)

As presented in Sectio-: 2, a series of 41 x 16' floor specimens were

tested to failure. These floors which were similar in design to the W.E.S.

tests consisted of two base-case studies and several modifications for

upgrading as described in Section 2. The basic floor system was constructed

of three 2" x 10" x 16' joists, two sheets of 3/4 inch CDX plywood and

3/8 inch particle board subfiooring (se~e Figs. 2-1 through 2-3). The

floor joists were Douglas-Fir Select Stuccural, with the following

pioperties.

Douglas-Fir Larch

M.C. 19%-Select Structural

F = 1,800 psi

Ft a 1,200 psi

Fv 95(190) psi

F 385 psi

F - 1,400 psi

E - 1.8 x 106

To establish the probability distributions for this material the

following data are required. K
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o Basic Material - Ref. Table 4-1
Douglas Fir Coast - Clear Green

Property Mean Std. Dev.
Fb 7,665 1,317

Fv 904 131

C.1L 382 107
F 3,784 734

E/1,00o 1,560 315

o Grading Ref. Table 4-4

"Strength Ratios"

Fb - 0.54

F.t 0.31
Fv 0.50

F Fc 1.00

F a 0.62cl
E l 1.00

o Seasoning - Moisture Content

Fb 1.25 @ M.C. 19%

F a 1.25

F~ a 1.08

Fc" 1.50

Fc a 1.50

E - 1.14

Using 19% is probably reasonable as the timbers arrived quite green
and were not stored very long (a few days to a few weeks).
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o Duration effects are to be treated next. The tests were an

attempt at approximating a blast load and most failures (maximum loads)

took place in the 2 to 10 second ringe. Hence, the duration factor will

be set at 1/1.9 except Fc_ and E which will be 1/1 for test data. The

factors 1/1.6 and 1/1, respectively, are used for conversion of clear

green wood to normal design allowables.

The basic properties are derived In Table 4-14 and Table 4-15

then plotted on Fig. 4-17 and Fig. 4-18.

Analysis of the Floor System

Since the system is basically the same design as the W.E.S. system

the analysis results only are presented.

o Dead load - 10 psf
o Live load = 40 psf ,to 1

Fb 1,197 psi < 1,993f psi

F v a 51.6 psi < 232 psi

F = 1178 psi < 573 psi

Therefore safe as designed.

o Test Loading Prediction/Analysis: Here one must expect actual

failure near the mean or expected value(s).

Fb a 5,284 psi

or W - 5,284(50 psf)•( 1,197"

W 221 psf

[' •or an applied loading of

W - 211 psf expected.
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Actual test value for floor No. 1: w ,' 166, and

floor No. 4: w • 224, which are plotted
on Fig. 4-19.

Note that the bearing stress at the support ends also increases or

S 2-.84) 178 psi
FC.- 1', 197"

FC_ .786 psi whlch,ts greater than F 573 psi.

Some minor bearing deformations did occur, but not as much as the above

number might indicate. However, Fc_L 786 is indeed lower than the
Fc..(ult.) shown in Table 4-15 (VCL(ult.) = 1,016 psi). Hence, it appears
that the ultimate bearing stress is on the order of 2 times the pro-

portional limit.

Specimens 3 and 6 were tested or mode 3, that is with a 2 x 6 glued
to the bottom flange. No. 3 had a maximum load of 288 psf and No. 6,
472 psf. The corresponding flexiiral stresses are plotted on Fig. 4-20.

Rank Specimen b %

1 No. 3 3,973 20

2 No. 1 4,210 40

3 No. 4 5,362 60

4 No. 6 6,410 80

4,989

It is observed that the experimental mean bending stress (4,989 psi)

is 5.6% below the prelicted meanof 5,284, which is exceptionally close
for theory vs. experimental work of any kind. Also, a small variation

in M.C. alone could account for more than the 5.6% difference.
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Section 5
OPEN-WEB STEEL JOISTS

1NTRODJCTION

The behavior of steel structures is relatively well defined avid
understood on into the plastic or ultimate range and the body of know-
ledge concerning steel design is broad and even included in the building
codes. Thus, the emphasis in this program was concentrated on predicting
the behavior of upgrading techniques. The approach used is known as stress

* control, that is, if stresses can be controlled in the various portions of
the structure such that each portion of the structure can achieve its
maximum capability or near so, the system's overall efficiency in load
carrying is increased. In the text of the report it is shown that by
using flexible supports or shores the stresses in the members can indeed
be controlled. For example, by allowing the proper flexibility of the
shore one can keep the bottom chord from going into compression. This is
very desirable in a structure like a roof or floor system truss supported

* as the lower chords are usually very minimally braced. Hence, they are
* designed for tension and if rigidly shored would result in a stress re-

versal in the bottom chord causing failure at a lower load than~design
load because of the mode of failure change. It is felt that this stress
control approach to structural upgrading of systems will be a significant

factor in the development of viable upgrading techniques.

Ii Two open-web steel joists were analyzed for this report. The first

was a 28-foot long 18J6 and the second was a 20-foot long 18H8. The 18J6
open-web steel joist was selected for anlaysis so that it could be corn-

pared with 'the test results obtained by Waterways Experiment Station

(Ref. 4). The 18H8 was selected for analysis because it is more commonly
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used in the construction rfr commercial buildings.

Open-web steel joists will typically fall in one of two primary modes

of failure. Long spans will generally fail due to the buckling of a top

chord member (moment failure), and in short spans, a web member will gen-

erally buckle (shear failure). The joists selected for analysis for 18J6

and 18H8 exhibit both primary modes of failure, moment and shear failures,

respectively.

O.W.J. ANALYSIS MODEL SELECTIONS

The W.E.S. report gave no specific details of the O.W.J. member sizes

or dimensions (see Fig. 5-1). Therefore, an equivalent Bethlehem Steel 18J6

open-web steel joist was selected for computer analysis. The basic Beth-

lehem Steel joist specifications are shown in Table 5-1. It has been found

that O.W.J. vary from manufacturer to manufacturer - the W.E.S. open-web

joist had back-to-back angles for both top and bottom chord members, where-

as the Bethlehem Steel O.W.J upper chord is made up of two back-to-back

angles, but two bars 23/32 in. in diameter make up the lower chord.

In an attempt to model as closely as possible the W.E.S joist, the

bottom chord of the basic Bethlehem Steel O.W.J was assumed (for the

sake of analysis) to be identical to the top chord. A sketch of the

modified 18J6 O.W.J. can be seen in Fig. 5-2. In making this assumption,

the bottom chord cross-sectional area was increased by 30% over the

Bethlehem design. One would expect the analyzed Joist to deflect about

20% to 30% less than the joist found in the standard load tables. Since

the bottom chord did not fail in the original Bethlehem design, this
change should not affect the failure mechanism.

4 Although the W.E.S. joist and the modified Bethlehem Steel joist are

probably not exactly the same, they should be sufficiently similar to

allow approximate comparisons to be made,
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Fig. 5-1. Test Setup for O.W.J. Roof Systems (from Ref. 4).
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Table 5-1. Properties of J Series Open-Web Joists (frmn Ref. 15)

WEB --(Ind S-el°n) Wt B (Middle Section)

2
Symmet,,c,, about it-y7?,?lt_ W- ,-

.. ,.- Minimum C1earace-

4•'., -'-... Minimum Bearingi on Masonr ;••to -

W.' Minimum Clearina on AstSt

5P Maxinmum Bearing

OVERALL LENGTH

As shown in dotted outline above, coiling extensions when required.
are provided by extending one bottom chord bar ateach end 'tthe jost.

A 140 lot 81 thru l 12joists
D for 14' thru 24' joists

J-SERIES HOT-ROLLED
T I Web Web

Aa Top Chord (2 L's) * tlonm Chord (2 bars) End Section Middle Section MomentActual of.. . .. . . + -,- - - - + -- - - - . . ..

Joist' Depth r a D r Invetia
Desog-{ Angles Arta axis axis A Diem Area aB Lie Area a D Area asls axis

ation' --. I___
nation - 4-4 3.3 __ _ ~ - - - .2.2 1-1

In.1-n. in. In. in. In. In.*- in. i. in." - _in. In.:

RJ2 8 1 1 X~ 0.4 6 .20 .062 .30 1 .345 .234 14 1~ .l222 .133 1%, .130.02 14

l0Jý 10 1x I x 'A 0.46 .20 06 .3 .34 .234 14 1 ,ý .277 14 12-17 1
IOJ3 10 1' X Ix'A 0.60 ' .25 .098 .36 "4, .443 .266 I S / .277 .148 • .172 .117 225

1~x1~x~ 0.62 .0 .48 42 " .554 .297 1 , .277 .14a % 22.222 .133 2 7.1

12.12 1 12 1 x I • .0 1 .46 .o062 .30 , .345 .234 14 1'9/ .277 .148 ,,•,.172 .117 26.0
1J3' 12 iIA x 114 x 0.60 .25 .098 .36 ",• .443 .266 18 ,• .277 .148 ,,• .222 .. 33 33,0
12.14 12 Vix 1,,ý,x '4i 0.72 30 .14Z; .421 I',,, .554 .297 18 " .338 .164 t,.• 1.222 .133 40.0
1,.15 12 ,!ý ,x 1,$ X o.+, 0.89 .29 .1754, .43 , .6761 .328 18 .338 .164 .222 .133 484
12J61 1:1 1'•Ax,? x •iI 1,(3 f .29 .204 ,44J __ ,.1 I .811 i .359 1s 338 .164 "'•, .222 .1331 57,914 0' 0 .6 9 .36 . 1 .66 .338 1.164 "2 4 " . 13 " 745.6

1.4 x 0:82 . 0 48 .42 1, .55421 . 359 1 .164 , .222 .133 8055.4

14.154 16 � 4 1 .4 .4.9 .1 : 27 xx .40 3380 ",. '48 33
14.5x x 0.4 ,89 .29 .175 I .43? tI/• .676' .328 1 u,,,, I406 .180 .277 :148 67.0
14J6 14 16 x I/x ",, 1.06 "9 .20.4 I ' .811 .359 18 .4 180 .2771 '148 106
14J7,4 6 4 ,1.24_.'4 .2980 .51. " . 959 .391 18 ", .406 .180 ", .1 .14 12

6.184 16 2,,x |ix2 01.2 .30 , .148 . 1, .554 2 .297 1 . 406 IS '4,,, 277 . 8 .14 7133
18J51 18 XIV•,x1 ,,,.v 0.89 29 .175 1 .43 1',,.j, .6761 .328 2 "s . .406 .19O , .877 .148 88.6
16,16 16 1 1x/ X1 1.06 !?9 k.04 .441 aa. ,811 .359 20 " 405 9 .180 1. .277 1.148 106

16J71 18 l'xI x'A.G 1.24 .34 .290 .51' *. 959 .391 2 "IS ,4 0 1 ,"0/i .338 .164 124
16J8 1 16 2 x2 x=,j• 1.42 .39 .380 X57: 1.118 .422 2 IS .406 .10 SO .338 .164 142

18.15 18 lx11Ax'," 0.89 .29 "1"51 .43 ."676 .32e 20 " .479 .195' '3 .0338 ' .164 113

20.16. i2 1AX 1½X SAG,. 1.06 ,29 b .204 .4, '"ý , .811 .359 20 ",,j .479 .195 ., 406 .160 170
)r2 17. 20 1% x 14 x 'A 1.24 .34 .290 .51 , .959 .391 20 Ilt :479 .195 0.338 1.8 16 9
2(.4 1 20 2 2 x M xAe 1.42 .39 ,.380 .57, ?At 1,118 .422 20 $A, ,479 .195 .91zJ 406 .180 182

2(Z 20 l~x*xa 089 ,29 .175 .431 "At 6761 .328 22 479 .195 .% .406 .180 141
20216' 20 l1/4x ~x Ihi 1,06 •29 .204 .44! :%. ,811 .359 224 Y .47P .195 .406 ,19 0 170
20217 20 1%% 14x'A 1.24 ,34 1290 51 "9/ 19591 .391 22 4 % ,79 .|95 406 .180 19:
22.j8 20 2 x2 x 'A, 1.42 ,39 .380 "1 -%, 1:118 .422 22 1%. 1.,479.1 "4,, .406 .180 227

22J6 22 1½x1½K'AM' 1.06 29.204 -.44' .811 .359 24 ' .455; .2271 .40 .1951 248
22J7 22 1'4x x (A 124 1.34 .290 51 ", .959 391 24 , ,559 .227 "/1, ,479 .195 94122Ja 22 2 x2 x , 2 .39 .380 .57 r'/n 1.118 !.422 24 OA ./ .559 .211 Y/u .479 .19 . 7

24."16, 24 1% x ,11 ,, %6 1.06 1 .29 .204 .44! I•v . 1 .3 9 24 -/ 646 :227 , 1%#• .47_ '9 I lg I a•

24.171, 24 1% v, IS x 14 3 .4 .290 .51 i ,,/. .959 ,'A ' -,,. •4 ;
24J825 24 12 x2 xI, 1 .39 1 .3 8 0 1 .571 '_1.118,'As 422 24 .645 "27 .479 .195 332
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DISCUSSION OF TESTS CONDUCTED BY W.E.S. ON 18J6 OPEN-WEB STEEL JOISTS

The Waterways Experiment Station (W.E.S.) conducted a series of

tests on open-web steel Joists for the Defense Civil Preparedness Agency
under Contract No. DCPAO1-75-C-0286. With the help of an architect they
selected two open-web steel Joists to be tested based upon "Modern

School Construction in Most Parts of the Country". After reviewing
their reported test arrangement and scrutinizing the report photo-
graphs, one apparent omission of the recommended open-web Joist construc-
tion procedure stands out; there is no evidence that any lateral bridging

of the bottom chord was present during testing. Reference 16 (The Manual

of Steel Construction, page 5-284, Section 5.4) recommends that no less
than three rows of bridging for 18J6 joists spanning 28 feet be installed.

Each row of bridging should resist 700 pounds of horizontal force, with the

ends of the bridging anchored into walls or beams. Without adequate bottom
chord bridging, a simply supported 18J6 joist with a 28-ft span is very

likely to be unstable and certainly will be unstable should the bottom

chord go into compression, which occurs when shoring is installed.

Another problem observed with the test arrangement was that all of the
O.W.J., in the roof systems tested, did not receive identical loads. A
typical cross-section of the roof section is shown below:

SI I

Typical Cross-Section of 18J6 Open-Web Steel Joist Testing
Arrangement Conducted by the Waterways Experiment Station.
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In this test the two outside 4ioists received only one-half the load

compared to the interior joists. An alternate test arrangement would be

to continue the deck 2 ft beyond the 18J6 as shown below. Provisions

would of course have to be made to prevent the 2-ft overhanging sections

from failing. However, with this type of testing arrangement, the roof

system would insure failure as a unit rather than having a situation where

the interior joists may begin to buckle, andes they fail the two outer joists

pick up additional load until they in turn fail and the roof finally collapses.

There is some evidence of this problem shown in photographs in the W.E.S. re-

port; that is, the two inside trusses appear to be more severly damaged.

i I i lli 11l~ IliI f1

Ir-

Wd

O.W.J. 18J6 Case No. 1
The results for the 18J6 open-web steel Joist analysis are presented

in Table 5-2. Case No. 1 represents a simply supported O.W.J. without any

interior shoring. The analysis found that at a load of 269.PLF , the top

chord at mid-span reached the maximum compression stress allowed for that

particular member. If the load Is increased to approximately 1.8 times the

allowable load (484 PLF) the top chord would buckle and cause collapse at

mid-span. The Manual of Steel Construction (see Ref. 16) gives an allow-

able total safe load for this O.W.J. of 249 PLF, about 8% below that de-

termined by analysis (?69PLF). The standard load table also indicates

that for the O.W.J. under consideration, the mode of failure would be due

to chord buckling (i.e., moment failure). The analysis results and pub-

lished values (from Ref. 16) for Case No. 1 are presented in Fig. 5-3. In this

load ve-sus deflection plot, the modified Bethlehem Steel Joist is about 35%

PLF pounds per linear foot of span

5-7
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1.1
gI

269 PLF

Modified Joist /--Estimated unmodified Joist

/ .---29 rPLF

S-Standard load table values

0i/

/

!0.1 1.0

MIP, SPAN ,F.FLa(..TIONI ilh

Fiq.1-3. Loac vs Deflection Comparison of Modified, Unmodified, and
Standard Values--Bethlehem Steel Open-Web Joist.
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stiffer than the standard load table (see Ref. 15) values. The modified
lower chord is 30% larger in area than the unmodified lower chord. This

would account for a corresponding decrease in deflection. The dashed

line in Fig. 5-3 represents the Bethlehem Steel O.W.J. with the unmodified

bottom chord. The standard Bethlehem O.W.J. is about 16% stiffer than

that from the standard load tables.

The allowable load and failure mechanisms were found to be about the

same for the analyzed and standard load table Joists, although the analyzed

joist was found to be a bit stiffer. These close correlations between the

analyzed results and published values seem to indicate that comparisons

between joists of different manufacturers, and of identical joist designa-

tions and spans, can indeed be made.

Simple-Span Analysis Results Versus W.E.S. Test. The analysis results

and the test results (see Ref. 4) for a simply supported 18J6, 28-ft long,

are presented in Fig. 5-4. There exists a very close correlation between

our model analysis and the actual test results. Based on the model anal-

ysis results and using a factor of safety on the allowable load of 1.8,

the open-web steel joist roof system should collapse at 484 PLF. W.E.S.

reported a failure load of 650 PLF (20 in. of sand) or a factor of safety

of 2.4. The probable explanation for this discrepancy 'ies in their assum-

tion that each of the floor joists received an effective load equivalent

to 4 ft of width. For example, from Ref. 4:

Wk equivalent = 20" x 100 lb/ft 2 x 4 ft = 667 lb/ft - 650 PLF

The W.E.S. report states that: "Previous tests on O.W.J. roofs . . .

indicate that the failure load was approximately 1.8 times the allowable

load from standard joist load tables .... " (see Ref. 4), but offers no

explanation as to why a factor of safety of 2.4 was used and not 1.8

as expected.

5
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MU1

. •Predicted ultimate load

1.8 x allowable servi

; • 400-
U,4
CL

Predicted load vs deflection
for 18J6 O.W.J.

50-

_ Allowabie total safe7 load - 249 PLF (Ref. 16)

Maximum allowable load for
I, deflection of z/360

.- 0 1, .,5 2.0

MID- 6PAN DEO"LSCTON (w1s)

Fig. 5-4. Analysis and Test Results for 28-ft Lon 1BJ6. Note: Actual

Failure Occurred at W • 559 PLF (Ref. 41.
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The fact is that the roof decking will be able to transfer a portion.
of the load to the outside, less stressed, joists. As the load was In-

creased to 484 PLF (14k in. of sand), the middle joists probably began to

fail (buckle). They continued to support the 484PLF but as more load was

added, the middle two joists, already at or near critical load, could not

take any additional load. Hence, the decking transferred the additional

load to the two outside Joists. The roof system finally collapsed when

the outer two joists reached their critical load. If the load transfer

through the deck is assumed effective, the actual values should have been

75% of the reported W.E.S. joists loads, or

W w 0.75 (650) - 488 PLY

which is within 1% of the value predicted by the model analyzed for this
report and about 8% higher than shown in the standard load tables (Ref. 16).

0.W.J. 186 Case No. 2

Prior to falling the roof joist system, W.E.S. also tested it with

mid-span shores and two-third point shores. Load versus deflection plots

were made for both tests.

5-12
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Fig. 5-5 shows the shore arrangement for the center shore. The
shore was placed left from the center of the span in order to place the

shore under a web member; i.e., et a joint. Sand was piled on top of

the roof system until a weld under one of the shores failed. The load

versus deflection data for the center shoring are presented in Fig. 5-6,

along with the analyzed joist assuming a rigid center support.

It should be noted that the model prediction is much softer than the

actual test data. In reality, the shore will deflect slightly downward
and should produce more deflection than the prediction indicated (assuming
a perfectly rigid shore). Three possibilities ~xist which might explain
this discrepancy. The first is that it appears that deflections were meas-
ured on the outside joists. The outside Joists having less load, due to the

- I test arrangement, would, as expected, have less deflection than the two
interior joists. The second possible explanation could be that the load

plotted on the ordinates might be as much as 33% too large. This is due

to the load sharing between the interior and outside joists. Some load

is most likely tobe transferred through the decking tothe outside joists.

Finally the weld failure, at the center shore, would produce unrealisti-
cally large deflections near failure.

The weld failure problem at the shore was corrected in the next test

(third-point shores) by placing the shore supports under the web members

rather than under the chord members (see Fig. 5-7). If this type of shore
arrangement had been used for the center shore test, then the safe allow-

able load (from the S.S.I. joist model analysis) would have been 397 PLF,

and the predicted ultimate failure would be about 1.8 times this value, or

715 PLF. The allowable load represents a 48% increase in load over the

simply supported O.W.J. The failure mnde has also changed from mid-span

chord buckling to web buckling (see Figs. 5-8 and 5-9). One important

difference between the simply supported case and the center shore case is

that in the latter case significant compressive stresses develop in the

lower chord. With three rows of horizontal bracing as required by AISC

Manual (in the W.E..S. test none), lateral buckling of the lower chord be-

comes a very real possibility. The Joist analyzed had two back-to-back
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A. Support System

B. Closeup of Connection Between O.W.J and Support

Fig. 5-5. Twenty-eight-foot O.W.J Roof with Supports (shores) at Mid-Span
(from Ref. 5).
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)•[ ~Actual reported !
load vs deflection

(W.E.S. data)

*Ignored due to weld
break

060

)Predicted load vs deflection
o * assuming rigid support at mid-span

I00-

o0. o' 0.,Z! 65.0

t€

4V POINT Pepecmt-O4 (indies)

Fig. 5-6. Actual and Predicted Load vs Deflection Data for Center
Shore Case.
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angles making up the lower chord. If the specified bracing is present,
the lower chord is wvell understressed (refer to Figs. 5-8, 5-9, and 5-10).I
With inadequate bracing or if the lower chord is made up of two round No. 6
steel bars, as in the Bethlehem design, the allowable compression stresses
would become larger and could result in the lower chord becoming criti-
cally stressed and collapsing first. *

[ ~Analysis of TM'-1-0'int Shoring. Three third-point shoring arrange-j
ments were analyzed. The firt" (Case No. 3) assumed the shore to be rigid;
the second and third (Cases No. 3a and 3b) assumed flexible shores with
1/8 in. and 1/4 in. deflectiotis, respectively, at the maximum allowed safe
load. The results are presented in Table 5-2. The member stress levels
for Cases 3, 3a, and 3b are presented in Figs. 5-11, 5-12, and 5-13, re-
spectively. The critical member is also circled for each shoring case.

Web buckling (i.e., shear failure) is the mode of failIure For each
of these shoring cases, but the rigid shore once again produces large Com-
pressive stresses in the bottom chord at the shore location and has a
slightly lower maximum allowed load, 684 PLF for Case 3 versus 707 PIF for
Cases 3a and 3b. When a flexible shore is used, virtually all of the
bottom chord compressive stresses are eliminated (see Figs. 5-12 and 5-13).
The critical web member shifts from the left side of the shore to the
right side, and by doubling the shore deflection (1/4 in. deflection in-
stead of 1/8 in. deflection), the critical member and allowable load re-
main the same. Flexible shores produce two very desirable conditions.*1 The first is the reduction and/or elimination of bottom chord compressive
stresses (stress control), and the second is that flexible third-point
shores are not very sensitive to the amount of downward deflections, which
is indeed a desirable situation from the standpoint of expedient shelter
construction, since it would be hard from the construction standpoint-to

* build in a specified amount of deflection at the allowable load for all
O.W.J. Further analysis and tests will be necessary to enable a set of

* shoring tables and construction guidelines to be developed.
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Comparisons of W.E.S. Test Data Versus SSI Analysis Results

W.E.S. loaded the roof system with third point shoring (see Figs. 5-7

and 5-14 for shoring details) to about 450 PLF. Load Versus mid-

span deflection was also recorded and is shown in Fig. 5-15. The W.E.S.
roof system, with their improved shoring arrangement, was in reality a

flexible shored system. Under load (see Fig. 5-16), the web members

actually seated themselves by crushing the corners of the two 2 x 4 in.

shore seats. This had the effect of producing significant downward de-
flections (see the sketch in Fig. 5-16) - in other words, a flexible

shore. The actual analyzed data presented by W.E.S. are in considerable

doubt for the reasons expressed on pages 5-10 and 5-12. The predicted
joist load versus deflection for our modified Bethlehem Steel joist is

shown in Fig. 5-15. The W.E.S. rigid shore assumption results in a very
stiff roof system and is quite unrealistic in this case. An O.W.J. roof

system based on the flexible shore assumption produces a much softer and
rmore realistic roof structure. From Fig. 5-16, the probable deflection

under 449 PLF at the shores was about 0.6 in. If trothad been used in

the analyzed model, the resulting deflection at mid-span would have been 1
quite close to the actual deflections recorded by W.E.S.
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A. O.W.J. Roof with Supports at Third Points.

¶~ !

l - I

I

B. Closeup of Connection Between O.W.J. and Supports.

Fig. 5-14. Twenty-eight-foot O.W.J. Roof with Supports at Third Points
and a Simulated 24-in. Sand Loading.
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Fig. 5-15. Comparison of Analysis with W.E.S. Load vs Deflection Data.
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4

Fig. 5-16. Sketch of Support for W.E.S. Tests Showing Probable !
Deflection Due to Crushing of 2,x 4 in. Blocks by • •
Web Member. .
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COMPUTER ANALYSIS RESULTS FOR A SIMPLY SUPPORTED OPEN-WEB JOIST

(18118) ROOF SYSTEM

As previously mentioned, an 18H8 open web steel joist with a 20-ft

span was selected on the basis of a shear, or web buckling controlling

the design. Another reasonwas that for this particular joist, one row

of bridging is recommended (Ref. 12) for spans from 0 to 20 ft; there-

fore, this particular joist-span combination produces near the maximum
I effective length for the lower Joist chord. In other words, the lower

chord will have a minimum allowable compressive stress under this partic-

ular combination of span and bridging.

A Bethlehem Steel joist was selected for analysis. The member

sizes and dimensions are found in Table 5-3. Analyzing the joist as a

truss resulted in a maximum allowable load of 576 lbs/linear ft. The
loading arrangement and member stresses are shown for the left half of

the joist in Fig. 5-17. If the factor of safety is assumed to be 1.8,

then at 1,037 PLF a web member near the support will buckle first. The

standard load tables give an allowable load of 540 PLF* and this load is
governed by shear (i.e., web member buckling; see Table 5-4). The anal-

ysis resulted in a loading only 6% higher than the value given in the

standard load table. It should be noted that both cases were governed

by the same mode of failure - web buckling.

Twelve 18H8, 20-ft long open-web joists were obtained for future

testing, but when they arrived so many discrepancies existed that it was

deemed necessary to run a new analysis on them. The results of the analy-

sis on the delivered joists found that the maximum allowable load was

441 PLF and that at about 750 PLF** a web member near the support would

buckle. The maximum allowable load is 18% below the recommended maximum

*Orlinal design was live load - 100 psf; dead load - 80 psf; and
18H8 joists at 3-ft centers for the floor system.

! **
The ultimate load is assumed to be 1.8 times the allowable load.
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Table 5-3. Properties of H Series Open-Web Joists (from Ref. 15)

WEB (End Section) WEB (Middle Section)

S : t"Sing l. Symmetrical about t 4,
20 -- Varie& A - 3

/246-" - Minimum learangnc Masnr

S'5",' ,- Maximum Bearing

S;, As shown in dotted outline above, ceiling extmnsions when required,

4.-"I

i H-SERIES HOT-ROLLED

Web We

2 op Chord (2 L Ba) Bottom Chord (2 bars) Web We
Actual As shcwo Md Sectio oomewt

Jost prod De Are. rels Diem r Inertia
Dagth of1

Desig. Angles Area axis axis A Diam Area B Wism Are l a aiis

nation 4-4 3-3 W 2%2 W Area axis axls
2.22-2 1-1

In. in. Ins. In. in.' In. In. In.& In. In. In. in." in. In. in.' In. In.4

8H2 8 1 x I xe 0.46 .20 .062 .30 1z5/ .345 .234 14 1"/2, .222 .133 "Az6 .172 .117 11.4

101-12 10 1 x1 xh 0.46 .20 .062 .30 "/a .345 .234 14 "/m .277 148 / .172 .117 17.7
10113 10 1'A x I 'Ax x 0.60 .25 .098 .36 "A1 .443 .266 18 "A/. .277 .14.. 1%& .222 .133 22.5
10114 10 1'1hx I½x x 0.72 .30 .148 .42 "/6 .554 .297 18 7i/ .338 .164 "/u .222 .133 27.1

12H2 12 1 x I x % 0.46 .20 .062 .30 1Az .345 .234 14 I"/. .277 .148 "I/s2 .172 .117 26.0
12113 12 1 'A x 'A x % 0.60 .25 .098 .36 "7j .443 .266 18 ",i .338 .164 1'/ .222 .133 33.0
12H4 12. 1% x 1/2 x 'A 0.72 .30 .148 .42 "%2 .554 .297 18 Is . .338 .164 "z'/ .277 .148 40.0
12115 12 1' x 1/2/x al/ 0.89 .295 .175 .43 "A2 .676 .328 18 IS z .406 .180 "9Az .277 .148 48.4
12116 12 1 h x I'/'x 'A6 1.06 .29 .204 .44 5",, .811 .359 18 "3z .406 .180 "A/ .277 .148 57.9

14113 14 1 A x 1'A x M 0.60 .25 .098 .36 1Az7 .443 .266 18 "81 .406 .180 $Az .277 .148 45.6
14114 14 11,1 x Ihx 1,6 0.72 .30 .148 .42 "IA .554 .297 18 a8/ .406 .180 "A/n .277 .148 55.4
14115 14 1hx I 'Ax 6/32 0.89 .295 .175 .43 A/u .676 .328 18 "Iz8 .406 .180 "A/z. .277 .148 67.0
14H6 14 1'x I'/1x '4g 1.06 .29 .204 .44 "Az .811 .359 18 "Au .479 .195 "Az .338 .164 80.3
14147 14 1 % x 1I% x 'As 1.24 .34 .290 .51 "/1a .959 .391 18 "Atz .479 .195 "A/m .338 .164 93.2

16H4 16 1/2 x I)/a x %/t 0.72 .30 .148 .42 1Az .554 .297 18 1& .479 .195 "Az .338 .164 73.3
16H5 16 114/x IX 1h % 0.89 .295 .175 .43 1z% .676 .328 18 "1/ .479 .195 "A'/m .338 .164 88.6
16116 16 1'/x 1/2x $,,1, 1.06 .29 .204 .44 "A/m .811 .359 18 1%, .479 .195 "Az .338 .164 106
16H7 16 1$x I$x '/2 1.24 .34 .290 .51 "Azu .959 .391 18 "Iz9 .479 .195 ", 1. .406 .180 124
16H8 16 2 x 2 x 'Ae6 1.42 .39 .380 .57 '/a 1.118 .422 18 "Az .479 .195 "1zA .406 .180 142

ISH5 18 1hx 1/2x 11/3 0.89 .295 .175 .43 #/a .676 .328 20 "Az/ .559 .211 "Az .406 .180 113
IHO 18 1 x 1 x z/' 1.06 .29 .204 .44 Az .811 .359 20 "Az .559 .211 "Am .406 .180 136
18H7 18 1A x i1A x JA• 1.24 .34 .290 .51 "A/ .959 .391 20 "1/a .559 .211 "1A, .406 .180 159

H1818 18 2 x2 x "As 1.42 .39 .380 .57 "Az 1.118 .422 20 BY& .559 .211 "Az .406 .180 182 - A
20H5 20 1½x 1%x '0/ 0.89 .295 .175 .43 2"'A .676 .328 22 "Az .559 .211 :%a .406 .180 141
20H6 20 iix1 i~x '4. 1.06 .29 .204 .44 "1A .811 .359 22 "An .559 .211 "Az .406 .180 170
20H7 20 1% X 1 %x $% 1.24 .34 .290 .51 "/% .959 .391 22 "Az .559 .211 "Az .479 .195 198
20H8 20 2 x 2 x '/1 1.42 .39 .380 .57 "Am 1.118 .422 22 7/u .559 .211 ":6z .479 .195 227

22H6 22 l1%x 1l x '4s 1.06 .29 .204 .44 "Az .811 .359 24 "As .645 .227 "z/. .479 .195 207
22H7 22 1% x 1% x As 1.24 .34 .290 .51 "Az .959 .391 24 -/at .645 .227 "1a .479 .195 241
22H8 22 2 x2 x ',i 1.42 .39 .380 .57 -,u 1.118 .422 24 99& .645 .227 "5A .479 .195 277

241H6 24 1'A x I/'x iX$, 1.06 .29 .204 .44 "MAz .811 .359 24 -/A .645 .227 "Az .559 .211 248
24117 24 13A x 13x X $'A 1.24 .34 .290 .51 "aAz .959 .391 24 31A, .645 .227 ?Az .559 .211 289
24H8 24 2 x 2 x 0/s 1.42 .39 .380 .57 ",/ 1.118 .422 24 It& .645 .227 "/A .559 .211 332
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Fig. 5-17. Analysis of Bethlehem Steel Open-Web Joist- 20-ft Span
(W =576 PLF).
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safe allowable load given in the standard load tables. The reason for
this is that the web members were undersized.

The analysis on the following pages will refer to the joists de-
livered and not the Bethlehem 0.W.J.'s. Three basic cases were analyzed
for the 18H18 Joists. The first was the simply supp~orted case mentioned
above; the second case was for a single shore placed at mid-span; and
the final case was that of two shores placed at the thi rd points. The

analysis results for all three cases are presented in Table 5-5.

18118 - Simply Supported at Ends J
The maximum allowable stresses for all load cases is presented in

Fig. 5-18. It should be noted that the allowable compressive stresses
given for the bottom chord members is based on a kX/r ratio of 234 where
k is the effective length factor* (k - 2.10 in this case), A is the un-
braced length (*. - 98 ini.), and r is the radius of gyration of the lower
chord about the vertical axis (r = 0.883 in.). This assumes that the
lower chord member is braced at mid-span**. Fig. 5-19 shows the member
stresses in the joist under its maximumn allowable safe load of 441 PLF.
As in the case of the Bethlehem steel Joist, and that quoted in the stan-
dard load tables, web buckling (or shear) controls the design.

Case No. 2 - Simply Supported at the Ends and Shored-at Mid-Span
Three shoring arrangements were considered: Case No. 2) rigid shore;

Case No. 2a) flexible shore with 1/8 in. deflection at the maximum allow-
able safe load; and Case No. 2b) flexible shore with 1/4 in. deflection
at the maximum allowable safe load. The failure loading for each is
given in Table 5-5 along with the percent improvement on the simply
supported case.

For the rigid shore case, member stresses are shown in Fig. 5-20.
Although a web member buckles first near mid-span, the lower chord member

See TISC pg. 5-138; Table C 1.81. Fig. (E). (Ref. 16)

**See AISC pg. 5-240; Section 5.4(c). (Ref. 16)
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Fig. 5-18. Analysis of 18H8 Open-Web Joist.
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at mid-span is very close to failing. Allowing 1/8 in. deflection at

the shore In addition to allowing an increase in applied load also allows

the lower chord to remain in tension throughout its length (see Fig. 5-21). *
Abit more load can be applied if the shore is allowed to deflect 1/4 in.

but once again the entire lower chord remains in tension throughout its

length (Fig. 5-22).j

Case No. 3 - Simply Supported at the Ends with Two Shores
at the Third Points

Three shoring cases were considered: Case 3) rigid shores-, Case 3a)
flexible shores with 1/8 in. deflection at the shores; and Case 3b) flex-
ible shores with 1/4 in. deflection at the shores.

Rigid shoring at the third points was governed by lateral buckling 4

of the lower chord, as shown in Fig. 5-23. Allowing either 1/8 in. or

1/4 in. deflection at the shores brought the lower chord into tension ~

t..'roughout (see Figs. 5-24 arid 5-25). But in this case, increasing the
J deflection at the shore from 1/8 in. to 1/4 in. produced no improvement

in the load-cartying capacity of the Joist.

This work demonstrates the potential of stress control and emphasizes

that upgrading can be effective if carefully executed, It is envisioned
that the eventual Upgrading Manual will have a series of tables like
Table 5-5 stich that an engineer and/or shelter manager would be able to
predict performance of his structure before and after upgrading.

VJ
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Fig. 5-22. Analysis of 18H8, Open-Web Joist with Flexible Mid-Point Shore-
1/4 in. Gap (W - 805 PLF).
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Section 6
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

The technical portion of this report is broken down into three funda-j
mental areas: wood floor and roof systems, concrete slabs, and open-web

joist floor and roof systems. These are in decreasing order of unpredict-
*ability; that is timber floor systems are probably more difficult to pre-
%dict failure loads accurately than are concrete floors or open-web steel
*joists. Steel structures in general are relatively predictable in that
the property variability is far less than most other building materials,*
and the codes allow the ultimate or limit design approach for predicting
the behavior of steel structures. Concrete, on the other hand, is not

quite as far along. The current codes and literature present a thorough
and accurate development of methods of predicting ultimate strengths of
components, and it is possible to make a good estimate of the ultimate
strength of a simple concv',te beam. Currently, however, it is not pos-
sible to predict the response of entire concrete building systems.

WOODEN FLOOR SYSTEM~S

Several methods of upgrading wood floor systems were tested. All
showed promise for structural upgrading and anywhere from two- to ten-fold
Increases were demonstrated, with shoring showing the greatest promise.p Significant progress was made toward a probabilistic method of evaluating
timber structures which will allow DCPA to establish "lsafe"l design levels
for these expedient techniques, make casualty predictions, etc. The

work, however, needs to be continued to other facets of timber design, such2 as glue-laminated beams, bolted and nailed joints, and structural systems.
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CONCRETE FLOOR SYSTEMS

Exploratory testz were conducted on full-scale, one-way 'slab systems
at San Jose State University by Scientific Service, Inc. The emphasis

of the program was to establish the credibility of a shoring technique.
Tests conducted included:

1) A base case where prediction was within 6% of measured value,

2) A single shore case where prediction was within 4 % of tests and
resulted in a 400% increase in load-carrying capacity.

STEEL OPEN-WEB JOISTS

The work to date was strictly analytical and testing must be per-
formed. The breakthrough, or most significant part of this effort, is

the introduction of "Stress Control" into expedient techniques for up-I
grading. Not only will this method improve the potential of O.W.J., but

we are confident that "Stress Control" can be adapted to other systems
(particularly the difficult problem of prestressed concrete floors), as '
well.
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Appendix A

WOOD FLOOR TEST DATA

Presented in this appendix are the construction details, test geo-

metry and results of eleven tests on wood floors. The wood floor systems

used in this serieswere typical of floor systems found in residential ane\

commercial structures throughout the U.S. and were 16 ft long, 4 ft wide,

and were constructed of three 2-itn. x 10-in. joists covered with 3/4-in.

plywood and 3/8-in. particle b'd flooring. A listing of the tests in

order of their appearance in this appendix is presented below.

Floor Panel Upgrading Page
Numbers Modification Numbers

1 & 4 Non. - Base case 3

3 & 6 2 x 6's glued on bottom of joists 18

5 & 9 ½ in. plywood (2-1, in.) glued and 31
nailed on bottom joists

2 Shored at 1/3 points 44

10 Shored at center 51

7, 8, & 11 King post truss 55

Each panel was subjected to four types of tests as follows:

1) Natural Frequency Test - An accelerometer was fastened to the top

center of the panel. The panel was then deflected by an impact and the

resulting decaying sinusoidal motion was recorded. From this record the

natural frequency and the damping factor of the panel was determined,

2) Oscillatiniu Vertical Load Test - A vertical load on the panel was

Li A-i



oscillated sinusoidally between two values (from approximately one half

the designed service load to slightly over thedesigned service load) for
approximately 100 cycles and at various frequencies. The vertical motion
at each Joist was measured and recorded. The purpose of this test was
first to check the operation of the loading and measuring system dynami-

cally and second, to age the panel. Since the results of the program will
be used to upgrade existing and used buildings, it seemed prudent to im-
pose an aging process on each panel prior to testing.

3) Load-Deflection Test -With dial gauges placed underneath the
center of each Joist, the load on the panel was statically increased inLIiceet:f501sprrm t ahiceet h edn tec

A dial gauge was recorded. From a plot of load versus deflection the static

spring rate of the panel was determined.

4) Load to Failure Test - A ramp function increasing linearly with
time and at a controlled loading rate was programmed to the hydraulic rams.
A three-point loading was used on the first base case test. This was in-.
creased to a six-point loading on subsequent tests.

For each of the floor panels tested the equivalent uniform load has

been plotted against deflection. The loads were below the yield point for

the floor panels so deflection may be expected to vary linearly with load.

Predicted upper and lower bounds to the load-deflection test data are

also presented in each figure. The lower bound represents the floor panel

reaction if the plywood subflooring is ignored in the calculations, and the
upper bound represents the reaction if the subflooring is considered fully
effective. Because the subflooring is nailed to the floor joists, the
degree of load that can be transferred through these nails will, in reality,

determine the effectiveness of the subflooring. As a result, in most cases

actual data will be closer to the lower bound.
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BASE CA.A E FLyOR PANELS 1 AND 4

Construction Detai is
Panels 1 and 4 were base case specimens and were 16 feet long, 4 feet

wide, and constructed of three 2-inch x 10-Inch joists covered with 3/4-

inch plywood and 3/8-inch particle board flooring. Photographs of those

panels under construction are presented in Figs. A-1 and A-2. Construc-

tion details are shown in Figs. A-3, A-4, and A-5.

Test Results - Floor Panel 1

The load-deflection test on this floor system was a slowly applied

loading to slightly above the designed service load (service load includes

10 psf dead load and 40 psf live load). The test arrangement for this test

is shown in Fig. A-6 and the load deflection data are plotted in Fig. A-7.

On this plot, the test data are compared with a predicted deflection versus

load if the plywood floor and joist system act as a "T" beam and the pre-

diction without "T" beam response. It will be noted that the data tend

to follow this latter curve very closely indicating very little composite

action between the flooring and joists.

The last test on this panel was an ultimate load test. The panel

failed at 166 psf, which is about 4.2 times the design live load of 40 psf.

The mode of failure was flexural failure at the mid-point of the front and

middle joists as shown in Figs. A-8 and A-9. The near joist showed no

signs of failure.
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A. Plywood Subfloor Being Moved into Place.

B. Plywood Subfloor Being Attached.

Fig. A-2. Construction Photographs, Floor Panels 1 and 4.
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Test Results -Floor Panel 4

For this and all subsequent wood floor tests, a six-point loading

arrangement was used rather than the three-point system used for Panel 1.
This test arrangement is shown in Fig. A-10.

Under static design loads, this panel was also well-behaved and fell
within the upper and lower predicted deflection limit. The floor panel
did exhibit same composite action with the plywood subfloor, as shown in

the load-deflection plot in Fig. A-1l.

Panel 4 failed due to flexure in the front and middle joists under

the point of maxitum moment, as shown in the sketches in Fig. A-12. The

ultimate load was 224 psf, or about 5.6 times the design live load. Post-
test photographs are presented in Fig. A-13, It should be noted that the
tensile fiber failure occurred at a knot-weakened section, as shown in

Fig. A-13A.
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Fig. A-10. Sketch and Photograph of Six-Point Loading Arrangement.
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Fig. A-17. Sketch of Failure Cracks and Moment Diagram, Floor Panel 4.
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Fig. A-13. Post-Test Photographs, Floor Panel 4.
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FLANGED JOIST FLOOR PANELS 3 AND 6

Construction Details

For these tests the base case floor panel system was upgraded by the

addition of 2-inch x 6-inch flanges glued to the bottom of the floor joists.

Construction details are shown in Figs. A-14 and A-15 and construction

photographs in Figs. A-16 and A-17. Nails were used to hold the 2 x 6's

in place until the glue cured.

Test Results - Floor Panel 3

Using the six-point loading system as shown in Fi9. A-18, Panel 3
was tested to the design service load (10 psf dead load plus 40 psf live

load). The resulting load-deflection curve was somewhat non-linear as
shown in Fig. A-19. Also shown in this figure are predicted curves for

"T" beam effects.

This floor panel failed at an ultimate load of 310psf with a shear
failure that began at the right hand support (see Fig. A-20). The failure

progressed in a cross-grain splitting action across the joist. Under close
examination of the shearing stress at the right hand support the mechanism

of failure is easily seen (see sketch in Fig. A-21). At sectionO)-ODthe

shear stress is found to vary from zero at the bottom edge to a maximum at
the CL of the joist. SectionQ-(Djust to the left of section©-(Gthe

shear stress at the bottom of the 2 x 10 goes from zero to 69% of the maxi-

mum shearing stress of section(D-(D. This abrupt change in the cross sec-

tion causes a stress concentration at the glue line, which along with the

high shearing stress makes this point the weak link in the floor system. V
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A. Nailing 2 x 6 Flanges.1

B. Completed Floor System.

Fig. A-17. Construction Photographs, Floor Panels 3 and 6.
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Fig. A-18. Test Geometry, Floor Panel 3.
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Test Results -Floor Panel 6

The test arrangement of this panel was identical .to panel 3, i.e.,

six-point loading. Under static service loading conditions this panel

was well behaved and fell well within the anticipated upper and lower

limits of deflection, as shown in? Fig. A-22.j

The load deflection data for this test was quite linear. Ultimate

failure occurred at 472 psf, which is 11.3 times the design load. The

front joist was first to fail , see Fig. A-23. The joist failed in flex-

ure at midspan. The upper fibers failed in compression and the failure

progressed downward until a tensile failure finally occurred in the flange.

A shear failure also occurred at the left support and was identical to the

failure that occurred with Panel 3. The middle joist failed at the right
support in shear, as seen in Fig. A-24A. The rear Joist failed at midspan

due to a flexural failure in the tensile fibers. In Fig. A-24B the knot-

weakened section at which this failure occurred can be seen. The rearj

joist also had a shear failure which ran along the neutral axis until it

was intercepted by the flexural failure at midspan.

It appears that the failure mechanisms for Panels 3 and 6 are the

same. The stress concentration at the support due to the abrupt change in
cross section initiates the failure and a cross-grain or parallel-grainI

split moves across the floor joists to midspan. To reduce the stress con-

centration it is suggested that the 2 x 6 flange be tapered, as shown in

in the sketch below.

TAPEReP SECTION
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Fig. -23.POst-TIest 
Photographs, Floor Panel 6.
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Fig. A-24. Post-Test Photographs, Floor Panel 6.1
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BOXED BEAM FLOOR PANELS 5 AND 9

Construction Details

For these tests the base case floor panel was upgraded by gluing two

layers of 1/4-in. plywood to the bottom of the floor joists. The con-

truction sequence can be seen in Figs. A-25 and A-26 and detail in Figs.

A-27 and A-28. Panel 9 differed from Panel 5 in that a 1-ft splice was

added to the bottom ofthe second layer at the end quarter points.

Tests Results - Floor Panel 5

Under static loading Panel 5 deflected well within the predicted
limits of deflection as shown in the load vs deflection plot in Fig. A-29.

Note that the lower boundpredicted curve considered the plywood to be
only 75% effective. The 1/4-in. plywood was nailed and glued to the bottom

of the 2 x 10 joists and joined at the quarter and mid points. This left

only 25% of the plywood effective at the quarter points and 75% of the

plywood effective at the mid point of the floor panels. Thus, it was felt
that the lower predicted bound could best be represented using the 2 x 10

joists and 75% of the plywood as being effective.

Ultimate failure occurred at 479 psf, which is more than 12 times the

design live load. The floor system failed in flexure at the quarter point

as shown in the post-test photographs in Figs. A-30 and A-31. Fig. A-30B

shows' a closeup of the three joists at the left quarter point looking

toward midspan. The weakened section originally failed in flexure where

the plywood glued to the tensile fibers ripped apart at the quarter point.

Then, the middle joist failed in flexure with the tensile fibers failing
until the neutral dxis was reached, at which point the middle joist then

failed in shear with a continuous split from the left quarter point to
about midspan. A glue.-line failure occurred at the front joist, as shown

in Fig. A-31A. The rear joist failed in a very similar manner and can be

seen in Fig. A-31B.

A-31
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A. Adhesive Being Applied to th FisLyr

B. Aligning the So-cond Layer of Plywood.

Fig. A-26. Construction Photographs, Floor Panels 5 and 9.
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Fig. A-30. Post-Test Photographs, Floor Panel 5.
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Test Results - Floor Panel 9

Under static loading Panel 9 deflected linearly with load and the

results were within the upper and lower limits of the predicted deflection

as shown ir Fig. A-32. The ultimate failure load occurred at 456 psf, an

increase of 11A4 imes the design live load.

The construction details of this panel were slightly different from

Panel 5 in that two I ft x 4 ft x 1i in. plywood splices were added at the1' quarter points in hopes of alleviating the flexural failure encountered
in Patiel 5. The splices can be seen in the post-test photograph in Fig.

A-33A. The front joist appears to have first failpd in shear and then in

flexure at the left quarter point This failure can be clearly seen in

Figs. A-33B and A-34A. The shear failure began at the neutral axis at
the support and progressed in a cross-grain splitting action to the com-
pressive fibers at about the left one third point. Once weakened by the

reduced section, the compressive fibers failed due to flexure (see Fig. A-34B).
The rear joist failed in an almost identical manner, first a shear fail-
tire at tho support (see Fig. A-35A), and then aflexural failure as shown

in Fig. A-35B. Note that the flexural failure did not occur at the splice

but tended to be closer to niiidpsan.

Comparing the Failures of Panels 5 and 9 it appears that the splices

added at the quarter points were sufficient to prevent flexural failure
from first occurring at those points.
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Fig. A-34. Post-Test Photographs) Floor Panel 9.
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f Fig. A-35. Post-Test Photographs, Floor Panel 9.
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SHORED FLOOR PANELS 2 AND 10

Construction Details

For these tests the base case floor panel was upgraded by the use of
shores. Panel 2 had two supports at the one third points as shown in

Fig. A-36 and Panel 10 had a single support at the center as shown in

Fig. A-37. Photographs of the construction detail of the shoring are

presented in Fig. A-38.

Test Results - Floor Panel 2

Panel 2 with two shores was loaded to design live load twice to seat
the joist shoring system. Load deflection data for the second test areTA
presented in A-39. It will be noted that the deflection is still somewhat

greater than would be predicted from a purely rigid support. This is

probably due to the fact that all surfaces between the post-support beam

and floor are not perfectly smooth and a small amount of re-alignment andJ

local crushing occurred.

This panel failed at an ultimate load of 1,470 psf -approximately

37 times the design live load. Both front and center joists failed. The

failure was initiated as a bearing failure followed by cross-grain split-

Lting. Post-test photographs of the front joist failure are shown in Fig. A-40.
The middle joist bearing failure is shown in Fig. A-41A and the end support

crushing in Fig. A-41B.
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Test Results -Floor Panel 10 .
The load deflection data for Panel 10, with one shore, is presented

in Fig. A-42. This panel failed at an ultimate load of 1,240 psi', which

is 31 times larger than the design live load. . A flexural crack oc-4
curred at a knot, approximately at the quarter point, on the front joist
(see Fig. A-43). This allowed the shoring to rotate and ultimately kick
out. Once the shoring kicked out the front joist failed at miis'pan.. Local

bearing failures also occurred at the end and center supports as shown in

Fia. A-44.
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KING POST TRUSS FLOORPANELS 7, 8 AND 11

Construction Details Floor Panels 7 and 8

For floor Panels 7 and 8 a king post truss system utilizing three

reinforcing rods was used. Construction details and photographs of this

system are presented in Figs. A-45 through A-48.

To enable load deflection predictions to be made on the floor system

a separate test was conducted on the shear plate, holddown and rebar sys-

tem. The arrangement can be seen in Fig, A-49. Two tests were conducted

and the resulting load vs dcflection plots are presented in Fig. A-50.

The post-failure photcgraphs of the holddowns, rebar, and shear plate can

be seen in Fig. A-51.

Test Results- Floor Panel 7

Floor Panel 7 was tested with 780 lb pre-tension on each of the rebars.

Under the static loading the deflection, as shown in Fig. A-52, was about

16% larger than would be predicted from the pull tests described earlier.

This occurred becausethe pull test did not account for the bending of

the rebar at the support post shown in the sketch below.

A-55
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Apparently a much larger pre-stress load will be required to correctly
form the bend at this point.

The ultimate load to failure for this panel was 411 psf, or about
10 times the design live load. The back joist failed first, as shown in
the sketches in Fig. A-53. Also shown in this figure are the failures
that occurred in the middle and front joists. Post-test photographs are
shown in Fig. A-54, A-55, and A-56.
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Fig. A-47. Pre-Test Photographs, Floor Panel 7.
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A. Back Joist, Left Support .

I. B. Back Joist Center.

Fig. A-55. Post-Test Photographs., Floor Panel 7.
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A. Middle Joist, Left Support

8.Front Joist, Right Support

Fig. A-56. Post-Test Photographs, Floor Panel 7.
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Test Results -Floor Panel 8

SPanel 8 differed from Panel 7 only in the amount of pre-tension
a applied to the rebar at the holddown. Panel 7 was tested with 780 lb of

pre-tension and Panel 8 was statically tested at 1,560 lb, 2,180 lb, and

3,140 lb of pre-tension. The load-deflection data for this last test are

presented in Fig. A-57; 3,140 lb was then used for the ultiimte load test.

The ultimate failure load of this panel was 636 psf, or about 16 times

design live load. The rear joist failed at a knot-weakened section, as

shown in the photographs in Fig. A-58. There was also a bearing failure

at the right support of the rear joist and the holddown bracket was dis-

torted. The rear joist also had a localized flexural failure to the left

of midspan. These failures are shown In Fig. A-59. The middle joist

failed most dramatically at the right support, as shown in Fig. A-60A.
Only minor cracks appeared on the front joist, as shown in Fig. A-6OB.
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Fig. -59.Post-Test Photographs, Floor Panel 8.
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Fig. A-60. Post-Test Photographs, Floor Panel 8.
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Construction Details Flonr Panel 11

Floor Panel 11 was constructed similar to Panels 7 and 8. The re-

inforcing bars, however, were replaced with 1/2-in. wire cables which

were connected to 1-1/2 in, pipes. Construction details and photographs
of this floor system are shown in Figs. A-6. through A-65.

Test Results

The cable supports for floor Panel 11 were pretensioned to 500 lbs.

This panel behaved as predicted under static loading as shown in the

load vs deflection plot, Fig. A-66.

*-
The ultimate failure load for this panel was 527 psf, or about 13

times the design live load.

The front joist failed in flexure just to the left of the king post
frame. A glue line failure also occurred between the king post frame

and the floor joist. In addition, two localized failures occurred

a bearing failure at the supports, and at the bearing plates at the end

blocks.

Post-test photographs are presented in Fig. A-67.
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A. KinS Post Frame Showing Wire Rope Under Floor Panel

B. King Post Frame, End Conn~ectionj

Fig. A-65. Construction Photcgraphs Floor Panel 11.
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